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HEZITORIAL ANALYSIS

Yonkers Democrats Engage in Political Assassination of Their Own
By HEZI ARIS
The headline was
shocking for its lack of
integrity of fact, as it
was revealing of a reality perhaps few will
accept, and only an elite few are privileged to know. The Elizabeth Ganga
article found in the Journal News’ Politics on the Hudson column dated June
25, 2013, and posted at 5:10 p.m. reads
“Two Clergy Members Listed as Endorsing Astorino Say They Do Not”. It
leads us toward our headline.
Ganga wrote, “The Rev. Gay
Tompson-Steele, pastor of Faith Mission Grace Baptist Church in Yonkers,
which is affiliated with Grace Baptist
Church in Mount Vernon, and the Rev.
Michael Gerald, the pastor of Shiloh
Baptist Church in Tuckahoe both said
they had not endorsed Astorino.”
What matters are those that attended, not those that had not. Those
attending had eclipsed those who did
not appear in support of Republican
incumbent Westchester County Executive Rob Astorino who stands before
the electorate for a second term
The intent of attending may have
fallen victim to other responsibilities.
The clergyman who compiled the

list of those attending was in error or
those who recoiled from attending had
changed their minds. The drama had
fizzled to a non-event. The issue was
extraneous except for the fact that they
were all clergy from Mount Vernon, all
African-American, and all Democrats.
They were acting like reborn Republicans. They had become messengers and
proponents of the revival designated
the non-aggression pact.
Westchester County Democratic
Chairman Reginald Lafayette and
Yonkers City Democratic Chair Symra
Brandon, with the no-longer conflicted
Ken Jenkins behind the opaque window have been overheard railing with
one admonition after the other at candidates vying for office only to be told
they cannot win; that another has been
designated. The appalling aspect is way
over the top when one learns that the
heir apparent, devoid of even one vote
yet to be cast is the designee from another party. The voters be damned.
On the Westchester County
level, County Executive Rob Astorino
may be pleased to know that Noam
Bramson is a candidate in name only.
He will not garner the votes necessary
to send Mr Astorino packing, at least
if the Democrats have anything to say

about it. The fix is in. The Democrats
are seething over the fact that Noam
Bramson was able to outmaneuver Ken
Jenkins in the Westchester County
Democratic Convention race he would
come to lose to New Rochelle Mayor
Bramson. Mr Jenkins has been smarting ever since. The first action by Democrats to undermine Mr Bramson is
the outpouring of support by the clergy
from Mount Vernon for Republican
Astorino. Mount Vernon is so solidly Democratic in its registration that
turning away from the Democratic
Party line is anathema to their historical affiliation and party designation. Mr
Lafayette and Ms Brandon are equally
hard at work to undermine all the candidates that hope to run for Yonkers
City Council President in the City of
Yonkers. The convention was able to
illegally manage to not designate a candidate for City Council President, forging a battle among four who intend to
earn notice to the Democratic Primary,
albeit collectively knowing they will be
forced to lose in the November election.
The four Democrats are in alphabetical order divulged to be Bill Nuckel,
Ivy Reeves, Mike Rotanelli, and Frank
Spotorno. Some have been personally chastised by their Democratic

Chairperson with an emphasis on the
designee to be none other than Republican and Independence Party designee
Liam McLaughlin. Others have found
themselves befriended by those who
now stand by a number of Democratic
and other party candidates’ side in order
to undermine their campaign effort,
such as claiming to undertake a responsibility, which over time, if the task
is not completed, will be a candidate’s
ruin for believing that a deadline was
met or that a call was made only to find
that it is not the case. An apology will
not even be given; neither a good-bye;
the duplicitous scoundrels will simply
fade away to watch the political calamity unfold.
The same skullduggery is recognized by the party’s abandonment
of those who did earn designation as
standard bearers for the party for specific office yet are now floundering in
their petition gathering process because
no volunteers are afforded to collect by
their side. Jason Hundgreder (D-6th
District), and Eythimios Thotokatos
(D-4th District), are for all intent and
purpose abandoned by their party, left
to flounder only to eventually suffer a
political assassination at the hand of the
Democratic Party.

The threat to challenge incumbent
Majority Leader Wilson Terrero (D2nd District) for his not capitulating to
the demands of the Democratic Party
has been hot air and will not gain traction even as it continues toward that
end.
The Yonkers Tribune on June 27,
2013, declares Liam McLaughlin the
next Yonkers City Council President.
Minority Leader John Larkin will be
your next Majority Leader upon his
re-election, and Councilman Dennis
Shepherd will likewise return for a second term.
Are there still any Yonkersites who
believe Yonkers is anything but a oneparty enclave?
For those concerned, and there are
likely few at that, why have Yonkersites
allowed the political system to be hijacked?
The only issue now is what have
we collectively wrought?
A special thank you and a hat tip to
Yonkers Mayor Mike Spano who must
earn accolades for his conduct in the
present outcome albeit he is eclipsed by
Westchester County Board Chair Ken
Jenkins.

POLICE

Has the Thin Blue Line Become the Line of Privilege?
By NANCY KING
This has been an interesting few weeks when
it comes to the role of
police officers in our
daily lives. While we
always count on them to be there when
we need help or in an emergency, what
happens when some officers let their
badges, guns and roles go to their head.
What you may end up with are cases
that involve shooting deaths of mentally ill individuals, college students being
shot to death or the cover up of an off
duty police officer being shot to death
by four county police officers when all
the off duty officer was looking for was
assistance, has left the general public
with a cautious wariness when it comes
to dealing with the police.
This week an acquaintance shared
with The Westchester Guardian a wav file
(audio tape) that chronicled a road rage

incident that a private citizen had with
another vehicle while driving through
the streets of the City of White Plains.
While road rage incidents happen on
a daily basis, this private citizen, actually had the experience of a road rage
incident with another vehicle that just
happened to be an off duty White
Plains Police Officer. However in this
wav file the motorist was savvy enough
to call White Plains Police Headquarters to report being tailed and harassed
by a motorist who believed that he was
cut off. As usual in road rage cases, the
person who believed he was cut off by a
white Subaru followed the alleged person who cut him off down the road and
confronted him. This time, though, the
individual identified himself as an off
duty White Plains police officer by the
name of Lt. Johnson and then said to
the private citizen…”I got you now”!
Wrong on so many levels, this sim-

ple act of road rage is a clear indicator
of why it is so darned hard to put one’s
trust in the police. Could it have been
that Lt. Johnson, who felt he was cut
off, was having a bad day; maybe, but
there is no excuse for bad behavior, and
certainly no excuse for telling a private
citizen “I got you now”. Lt. Johnson
took his authority across the line of just
being a disgruntled driver. He closely
followed and stalked a driver for blocks;

RADIO

a driver who had a small child in the car
with him. He even made a U-turn so
that he could further intimidate a private citizen. I can’t imagine how frightened the child in the car was, watching
a man in an SUV chasing him and his
father. Aren’t we supposed to teach
children that the police are employed to
protect us? That child will undoubtedly
remember this incident for a long, long
time. He’ll probably always wonder. Is

this what police officers do these days…
intimidate private citizens? Apparently
this Lt. Johnson does. Even when off
duty, law enforcement should be held
to the higher standard. Even when not
in uniform, officers are expected to set
an example of what a law abiding citizen is. It is even more shocking that as
the private citizen was calling White
Plains Police Headquarters to report
being harassed on the road, that the
alleged off duty police lieutenant was
doing the same. Only in the case of Lt.

Continued on page 4

Westchester On the Level with Narog and Aris
Westchester On the Level is heard from Monday toFriday, from 10
a.m. to 12 Noon on the Internet:
http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterontheLevel.
Join the conversation by calling 1-347-205-9201.
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Has the Thin Blue Line Become the Line of Privilege?
Continued from page 3
Johnson, his insinuations, on tape, was
that he knew where the private citizen
lived, and that there was going to be
hell to pay for being cut off.
The outrage of the whole situation
is that while both parties were calling
the Public Service Department of the
City of White Plains the same dis-

patcher took those calls, failed to alert
a supervisor to the situation. Presumably we all know where the dispatcher’s
loyalty was, it was of course with his
colleague and not with the private
citizen who was being threatened. You
can’t exactly call this a cover-up, but you
can call this an omission of covering up
what could have been an escalation of
a situation involving an off duty police

for a supervisor to become involved in
what could have been a really dangerous situation was irresponsible. Isn’t it
time that we ask our police to take the
high road to integrity even if it is uncomfortable?
White Plains is still reeling from
the Chamberlain shooting death, Police Officer Hannon allegedly being
assaulted by an Assistant Chief (who
was never charged with assault) and the

mishandling of the Adam Bradley arrest by the White Plains Police when
he was clearly at odds with their union
over contract negotiations.
Isn’t it time that the residents, and
those who work and shop in White
Plains get to have their faith and trust
restored in the same people who have
taken a sworn oath to protect and serve
them… Yeah… I think so, too.

The evening ends on a high note with
The Vienna Piano Trio in the Spanish
Courtyard where you will have a prime
seat as a guest of the Rosens, for more
information call 914-232-1252.
The Harvey School in Katonah
will host the NY Knicks J.R. Smith
Basketball Camp August 12 to 16.
The Voyage of Life is a Fine Art
Photographic Exhibition at Muscoot
Farm in Somers on Saturday July 6th
at 12:00pm. Adam Ace creates work

that implements the aesthetics once
used by Hudson River School Painters. By using a photographic medium,
he re-conceptualized their approach to
Luminism by rendering actual light.
Families are welcome and there is no
admission fee.
Have your tweens started to annoy
you by spending too much time on the
couch? Send them over to the Lewisboro library on Wednesday afternoon
July 10th at 4:00pm to make a unique
mosaic photo frame using shattered
old CDs and DVDs. All materials
supplied. For grades 6 and up call the
library at 914-763-3857 to register.
I’m always a little nervous when
my wife notes real estate listings, this
one has Chevy Chase’s house in Mount
Kisco (Bedford Corners) for rent this
summer, I wonder if I should let Lorne
Michaels and Dan Aykroyd know
The Community Center of
Northern Westchester in Katonah is
21 years old this year. They are counting
down to their Annual Benefit on October 19th. Each week, they are highlighting one of 21 ways you and your
family can help the Center share the
essentials of living with local families
in need. Their first four ways: Clean out
your closets. They are happy to accept
your clean, in-season duds and pass
them along to those who need them;

help local kids get off to a great start at
school this September. They are collecting new school supplies now; hosting
a graduation party or summer BBQ,
ask your guests to bring non-perishable
food items for the Center’s pantry; be
their friend and share their stories: Like
them on Facebook; follow them on
Twitter and on Tumblr.
Registration is underway for
Westchester County’s Learn to Swim
program at Saxon Woods Pool in
White Plains and Tibbetts Brook Pool
in Yonkers, call 914-864-7275 for more
information.
On a hot summer night, how
about some cool Jazz, then swing by
Mercy College in Dobbs Ferry for
their 14 annual Summer Music Series
on Wednesdays 6:30 to 8pm through
August 21st.
Our sports radio show “The
Clubhouse”, had a big treat last week
as my Manhattanville College Sports
Business Management Masters class
produced, wrote and co-hosted the
big show at Grand Prix NY in Mount
Kisco, great job by all.
Happy Fourth of July to all, we
certainly are the land of the free and
home of the brave see you next week.

the first to make America aware and
knowledgeable of Jihad having arrived
onto American soil through his writings and films. In 1994, seven years
before 9/11, Emerson directed Terrorists Among Us: Jihad in America, that
premiered on PBS’s Frontline Series.
It went on to win numerous awards for
journalism, including the George Polk
Award.
According to Emerson, the impetus for the film came in 1992, when

he happened to come across a conference of Arab youths in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. After gaining entrance by
pretending to be Muslim, Emerson
said he found tables of pro-terrorism
literature from groups such as Hamas
and heard speeches calling for death to
Americans. The film featured hidden
camera footage of men publicly raising money for terrorism in U.S. hotel
conference rooms. The men are seen
often speaking in Arabic. Emerson also

identified Sami Al-Arian as the primary supporter of Islamic Jihad in the
United States. He said that Al-Arian
was an Islamic extremist, and headed
the Palestine Islamic Jihad (PIJ) in the
U.S. In 2006, Al-Arian pleaded guilty
to aiding the PIJ, a terrorist organization, and was sentenced to 57 months
in prison.
Last year, Emerson directed a
follow-up Jihad in America: The Grand
Continued on page 5

officer and a private citizen. Again, by
making a decision not to involve a supervisor, a police dispatcher put a private citizen with a child in his car, and
an off duty police officer at risk of making what could have been a really bad
decision. It is OK to sometimes side
with a colleague but at a time when the
nation is watching the bad behavior of
police departments in general, siding
with a lieutenant rather than calling

Nancy King is a freelance reporter.
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News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS
We just got back from
a wonderful trip to Bermuda where the water is
so fresh and clear, upon
our return I hear the
water in Bedford may soon be clear as
well so bottoms up and cheers to this
week’s wet and wild edition of News &
Notes.
My wife threw this item at me
along with a few pans, just kidding if
you are looking to re-cycle difficult
items and hazardous materials and
who isn’t, then head over to Westchester County’s Household Materials
Recovery Facility in Valhalla located
on Westchester Community College’s
Grassland Campus.
There are so many great ways to
celebrate the Fourth of July this year.
Starting at 11:00am check out the Independence Day Fair at the John Jay
Homestead on Jay Street in Katonah.
The Greenburgh Nature Center
has opened its annual Walk with the
Butterflies exhibit through August 4th,
who knew butterflies could walk
I have had the pleasure of picnicking under the stars listening to jazz,

WGCH 1490-AM sports radio show “The Clubhouse” crew along with
Manhattanville College Sports Business Management Master’s class which produced,
wrote and co-hosted the show at Grand Prix NY in Mount Kisco, NY.
touring the grounds and watching two
daughters graduate at Caramoor, but
here is an event I have yet to experience.
Saturday evening July 6th discover
what it was like to be a guest of Walter
and Lucie Rosen at one of their soirées.
Enjoy cocktails in the cloisters; be escorted to the majestic Music Room for
a brief presentation about the Rosen
Family and a short Theremin demonstration followed by a delicious dinner
on the casually elegant East Porch.

Mark Jeffers resides in Bedford Hills,
New York, with his wife Sarah, and three
daughters, Kate, Amanda, and Claire.

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES

Jihad in America
By SHERIF AWAD

In the aftermath of the
9/11 attacks by the Islamist terrorist group alQaeda upon New York
City and Washington
back in 2011, all Americans became familiar with the terms Jihad, the Arabic

word that initially meant and translated
as a “fight against the enemies of Islam”.
With the rise of Islamist fundamentalism the term Jihad became the colloquial descriptive synonymous to the
definition of “terrorism”.
Steve Emerson, a leading journalist and documentary filmmaker, was
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Jihad in America

Continued from page 4
Deception that uncovered the existence
of the Muslim Brotherhood in the US
under its many camouflages, destined
to exploit American values under the
cover of religion for their ulterior political agenda. After being honored as
the best documentary at the 2013 Beverly Hills Film Festival and the Myrtle
Beach International Film Festival,
judges at the New York City International Film Festival singled out “The
Grand Deception” for special recognition.
Between the two documentaries,
Emerson also wrote six books and was
behind other films exposing terrorism
across the globe. Emerson also serves
as the Executive Director of The Investigative Project on Terrorism, whose
purpose is to expose radical, militant
Islamists, while at the same time empowering genuine Muslim moderates.

Steve Emerson
While Emerson is fighting terrorism with his vast knowledge in films,
books, the Arab world, especially of
Egypt and Tunisia, the struggle to
overcome Islamists who have dreams
of resurrecting a new Caliphate across
the Middle East grows ever more difficult. Hence comes the importance of
hearing Emerson’s viewpoints about
the current situation.
Awad: How can we fight Islamists
and fundamentalism in the US and
Egypt? Throw them into Jail? Exile?
Emerson: I don’t think it’s that
simple. There are freedoms of speech,
of religion, and of thought that must
be respected. Unless someone is involved in an actual crime, one cannot
throw anyone into jail or exile under
American jurisprudence. I believe that
the best way to fight radical Islamists is
to expose their ulterior agenda of trying to impose Islamic law, policies they

of Islamic supremacy. I
don’t think they are patriotic to the body politic.
Awad: Your comments over the Boston
Marathon bombing and
its significance and timing?
Emerson: Just normal comments. Until the
bombers were identified,
I refrained from describing them as Muslim or
White terrorists. I don’t
put them in the same
category of Chechnyan
Separatists. I would
describe them as panJihadists.
Awad: Why do you
describe Hammas as a
terroristic group?
The Grand Deception DVD was released in
Emerson:
Any
October 2012.
“American Jihad”, one of Emerson’s books.
group that kills civilians
usually reserve in making outside the
for political purposes is a
support Mursi and his comrades?
public arena.
terrorist group, whether they be Irish,
Emerson: I think for a while
Awad: From a Western angle, is
Jewish or Hindu. Hamas’ raison d’être
Obama
will support Mursi unless
Islam considered a violent religion?
is the annihilation of the State of IsEmerson: No, absolutely not. and until Mursi truly starts harshly rael.
Islam is like Judaism; is like Christi- oppressing the Egyptian people en
Awad: The Australian prime
anity. These religions are essentially masse and takes away their basic hu- minister criticized Arabs and Muslims
abstractions. It’s how you practice the man rights.
who do not become part of Australian
Awad: Between your two Jihad in
religion that helps define it for the
society, rather want to change it... Your
person practicing it. It just so happens America films, how much awareness comments…
that without a reformation, as there do you think was created among the
Emerson: I am not familiar with
occurred in Judaism and Christianity American public?
those comments.
Emerson:
That’
s
a
great
question.
there are a disproportionate within the
Awad: Do you think the Arab
Muslim world who literally accept the I think the awareness of radical Islam revolutions were supported or co-igstructural verses in the Koran calling among the American public was genfor violence. But for other Muslims, erated by the carrying out of or the atthey have undergone their own per- tempted effort to carry out more than
sonal reformations and have excised 125 acts of Islamic terrorism, includthe violent verses and follow only the ing the tragedy of 9/11, in the last two
decades. Of course one cannot divorce
Koran’s peaceful verses.
Awad: Grand deception is some- the effects of hundreds of acts of Iswhat of an invocation of Egypt… lamic violence in Europe, Asia, Africa,
How do you see Egypt’s near future and of course, the Middle East.
Awad: Muslim Brotherhood’s
under Mursi’s presidency? Will he
complete his first term? Can we pre- ex- leader Hilbawy once said “Toz fi
dict a military coup? Will the Islamic Misr” which means “Hell to Egypt”
Brotherhood succeed in creating their as he was prioritizing the MB … Do
you think the Muslim Brotherhood’s
Caliphate Empire?
Emerson: I cannot predict the members are patriotic?
Emerson: I think they are pafuture. Any possibility can happen.
triotic
to the Muslim Brotherhood
Awad: Do you think Obama and
the American system will continue to policy of conquering all for the sake

Before speaking to the police...call

George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

FREE CONSULTATION:
Criminal, Medicaid/Medicare Fraud Matters
White-Collar Crime & Healthcare Prosecutions
175 MAIN ST., STE. 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601• T. 914.948.0044 F. 914.686.4873

nited by American intelligence?
Emerson: No.
Awad: Do you know the former
Egyptian Police Officer Omar Afifi
who currently lives in DC? He is trying to lead another revolution against
the Muslim Brotherhood and Mursi
through Facebook and Twitter.
Emerson: I am not aware of him?
Awad: Would you consider subtitling Jihad in America in order to distribute it among the Arab world?
Emerson: We would love to see
distribution in the Arab world. I love
the Arab world. It’s the most exciting
and stimulating place to live in the
world.
Awad: Tell us about what you are
working on next…
Emerson: I am working on a
novel about counter-terrorism
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is a
film / video critic and curator. He is the
film editor of Egypt Today Magazine
(www.EgyptToday.com), and the artistic director for both the Alexandria Film
Festival, in Egypt, and the Arab Rotterdam Festival, in The Netherlands. He
also contributes to Variety, in the United
States, and is the film critic of Variety Arabia (http://varietyarabia.com/), in the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), the AlMasry Al-Youm Website (http://www.
almasryalyoum.com/en/node/198132)
and The Westchester Guardian (www.
WestchesterGuardian.com).
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New Rochelle Anticipates Either a Charter Revision or Referendum for Echo Bay
By PEGGY GODFREY
At the New Rochelle
Citizens Reform Club
meeting on June 25,
2013, nearly 50 people
heard former New Rochelle Mayor Leonard Paduano’s assessment of needed city changes. The
school board, he said, uses the largest
share of property taxes and “should
hold elections at the same time as municipal elections.” When asked how the
Armory had gotten into such disrepair, Paduano answered the condition
of the building is a “shame,” especially
since the Armory was given to New
Rochelle in perfect condition. He
criticized a recent New Rochelle City
Council (NRCC) action where the
church adjacent to City Hall was given
away by the city for $1. He lamented
the city had to “sell” a city owned building and is more concerned with putting up high rises than in maintaining
equipment. Worse yet, these tall buildings are tax abated for 30 years.
Paduano, referring to recent New
Rochelle City Council (NRCC) meetings discussions, including Echo Bay,
said more apartments are being proposed. What the city needs is “commerce”; and “this Council does not get
it”. Since l991 the city is sliding all the
way down, they “can’t even put on a parade for Memorial Day.”
Candidates for public office con-

tinue to run on the “downtown,” but
nothing of significance has been added.
When Paduano was mayor the city
turned down apartment construction because they did not add to the
city’s tax rolls. The apartments built in
the downtown after he left office will
not break even for 30 years. New Rochelle, Paduano emphasized, “needs
commerce and retail development, not
apartments”.
Paduano believes the city lacks
good management; comparing New
Rochelle to Port Chester’s successful
development projects. The city claims
sales taxes have doubled, but that is
only because the NY State Legislature
granted the New Rochelle City Council an extra 1% sales tax. Sales have not
increased, only the sales tax rate has
increased.
Because of the recent Supreme
Court decision on voting rights, which
includes New York State, the special
districts created are going to “go out
the window.” Ironically Paduano said
it was during his term of office that
the councilmatic districts were approved. He suggested a referendum
that would return the City to the old
Ward system. Return New Rochelle to
four Council members and a Mayor.
“There is no reason why the city should
have six Council members,” he said. He
was especially critical of the present six
council districts because he did not see
anything proposed by council members

for the districts they represent.
Paduano said when he was mayor,
executive sessions were used only when
a personnel issue or an “acquisition of
property litigation” was discussed. A
question was raised by Laraine Karl
about what is allowed in executive
sessions because the financing for the
Church-Division garage was cited as a
reason for the last City Council’s Executive Session. Paduano replied this
should not have been allowed and the
Council takes an oath not to conduct
illegal Executive Sessions. When he
was mayor and the press asked him
why they were in Executive Session
he said, “You were in hot water if you
didn’t give an answer.”
County Legislator James Maisano
then addressed the group about how
the County budget was passed last
year. A number of Democratic County
legislators walked out of the voting session when a nine member coalition of
Democrats and Republicans agreed to
pass the budget. Turning to Echo Bay
he said he told Mayor Bramson when
the project was originally proposed he
would not oppose it. But as the project
shrunk to its present size, the “Mayor
did not remain objective.” Maisano
suggested that Echo Bay is “not a done
deal” and residents should “push back”:
and call council members. “I don’t give
up easily and... will debate the mayor
anytime.” Joyce Furfero asked about the
County Department of Planning re-

port on Echo Bay which showed there
were many problems there. Maisano
agreed that the County Department
of Planning had strong criticism of the
city’s Echo Bay plan. Maisano made
particular note of a remark by Councilman Barry Fertel who said the County
Planning Board report “was all political.” Paduano then stated this County
Planning Committee has no power. He
added there are several contaminated
parcels in the original Echo Bay proposal and “no one will clean” them up.
The Federal government had told Paduano there were contaminated sites in
the area that the City could not touch.
Ron Tocci, former State Assemblyman, took a positive stand when he
addressed the group about the Armory,
saying we are “all interested in making
something happen that will make us
proud.” Recounting the history of the
Armory he said as a State Assemblyman he had helped convey the building
to New Rochelle in l997 for $1. The
building at that time was in “perfect
working order” and even had a tenant
who continued to pay rent to the City
for the next two years. In the meantime
the city allowed the inside of the building to be used by the police and fire
departments for training. The murals
of World War II vintage were stolen
or abused. Meanwhile the veterans
formed the Save Our Armory Committee. The developer for Echo Bay
originally wanted to tear down the Ar-

mory. Even the present Echo Bay plan
uses part of the Armory for parking.
Tocci suggested a referendum for
the expenditure of money needed for
the Armory and Echo Bay development. He feels the Mayor is “buying
time” because the Armory covenants
mandate public use of the Armory.
His group has contacted an attorney
and will sue, because the City can not
give the developer part of the Armory.
At a recent meeting over 220 residents
attended and not one was in favor of
this development. Tocci suggests since
sentiment in this group to collect signatures for a referendum or charter
revision, he vowed to call a meeting
within the next ten days about a charter
revision or referendum about the proposed new City Yard and the Echo Bay
development. Joyce Furfero thought if
the City Council uses the Local Development Corporation (LDC) where
a lease will be used instead of bonding
by the City to finance the new City
Yard that a referendum cannot be used
for this lease obligation and thought
a charter revision was needed. Steve
Mayo followed up by asking whether
a charter revision or a referendum was
feasible.

It was ugly!
But everybody clapped.

my relations with people and with the
world.

Oh well.

I hope you like the poetry that I
write-but, if you don’t, I really don’t care.

the bard” (http://www.amazon.com/
New-Collected-Poems-100-More/
dp/0615351298/). The poem that
started all the trouble follows:

Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer and
former educator.

FROM THE WRITER’S DESK

Open Mic
By JOHN F. McMULLEN
I did my first “Open Mic
Session” in a good while,
maybe two years, at the
Hudson Valley Writers
Center (http://www.
writerscenter.org/ -- a wonderful place
with a full program of talks, classes, seminars, etc. for writers, would-be writers,
publishers, etc.) last Friday. I had done
many readings before – always my poetry – and it had always gone well; my
poems tend to have humor, irony, and
punch and tended to be received with
appreciation. This time, however, it was
a disaster! I had planned to read one
poem, “Cashing a Check,” and, for the
first time, a short story (really a memoir) – one that appeared in the pages of
this newspaper, “Casey, Edna, Pearl, &
Haywood (and Howie).”

I knew that the time limit for each
reader was five minutes and I thought
that I could both give some background on the pieces and read the two
pieces. Wrong!
After reading, I sat down and
wrote a quick poem, describing what I
felt was a fiasco:

Panic

Standing in front of the Open Mic,
the first poem went well
and now onto the short story.
Godamnit!
It’s going to be too long for the fiveminute limit.
What can I cut out and still capture it?
Trying to edit as I read -- not a good
idea!
I felt tongue-tied.
So I fouled it up -and still got the five-minute hook
before I finished.

The experience made me realize
that I am better equipped to talk extemperonously or to read a few poems
than an essay or short story – I had a
better feel for time and could also drop
or add poems to my reading as I monitored the time. It also made me consider the difference between my prose
and poetic writing – this led to the following:

Why I Write

I write prose to, hopefully, help others
understand what I understand -- the
rigor of writing the prose also helps me
understand the subject better.
Poetry is very different!
I write poetry to help me
understand myself -- my feelings,

I mentioned “Cashing a Check”
earlier in this piece. That was the poem
that really got me into this. I hadn’t
read a poem since college, never mind
written one but, a few years ago, I happened to pick up a book of poems by
the late (and crazed) Charles Bukowiski and said “Wow!” – then I read
some Sharon Olds and Billy Collins
and I was hooked. A short time later,
I saw a line in a magazine that got me
thinking and I wrote my first poem.
I showed it to a few people and one
encouraged me to enter it in a contest
and I had the fortune (or misfortune)
to finish fourth in the contest – and
this eventually led to the 110 poems in
“New & Collected Poems” by “johnmac

Cashing A Check

by johnmac the bard
I just saw this wonderful line
in a column in a motorcycle
magazine*:
“The mind writes checks that
the body can’t cash.”
The vision that many from the
old neighborhood have of me is
short and thin with a Pepsi in
one hand and a cigarette
in the other.
Others will remember me as
taller and thin, hitting a jumper
from the corner or throwing
a “no-look pass” to a cutter.

Continued on page 7
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Open Mic

Continued from page 6
Others will picture me at the
end of the bar in the Broadstone
with an open pack of Pall Malls and
a half-finished beer on the bar;
Don Gibson’s “I Can’t Stop Loving
You”
on the jukebox.

“Pat, one more when you get a chance.”

but

American Motorcyclist; March 2006

Age has taken the jumper
Diabetes has taken the Pepsi
Common Sense has taken the
cigarette and booze.

to just be able to once more
fake the man guarding me and
go up with a jumper and
get nothing but net

I am older and wiser and
hopefully more tolerant
I am satisfied with my life

To be able to, once more,
“cash that check.”
*”Milestones” by Robert Rasor,

Copyright 2006 John F. McMullen

Once I had written the poems and published this book and “The Inwood Book,”
an anthology (poems, short stories and
novel about my old New York City neighborhood -- http://www.amazon.com/
Inwood-Book-Poems-Short-Stories/
dp/0615347169/r), I began to get involved with book signings and readings

and eventually found the wonderful
Hudson Valley Writers Center, located
in the Philipse Manor Railroad Station
building in Sleepy Hollow, NY ((914)
332-5953; Directions at the web site
listed above). I hope to see you at the next
Open Mic on July 19th (always on the 3rd
Friday of the month) – I’ll stick to poetry
at that one.
Comments and questions are welcome –
johnmac13@gmail.com.

HOUSES OF WORSHIP

Westchester Community for Humanistic Judaism Celebrates 10th Anniversary
The Westchester Community for Humanistic Judaism held its tenth anniversary gala on Sunday, June 23 at the
Old Stone Mill restaurant in Tuckahoe /
Yonkers. Celebrating ten years, members
of the congregation and guests recalled
the early stages of the organization. Gloria Aronson-Weinberg, the first official
president, provided the history, relating
stories about all the hard work, creativity, and dedication of the originators.
She spoke of the helpful coordination of

ebrate and embrace his or her Jewish
identity in a modern, meaningful way.
Over the past ten years WCHJ
(as it is also named) has participated
in many community activities including food collections, The Empty Bowl,
supplies for school children, as well as
donations to non- profit organizations
such as Footsteps. They provide Jewish holiday and program events open
to families, singles and LGBT. Several
children have completed their Bar/Bat

Miriam Jerris, Rabbi of The Society for
Humanistic Judaism in Bloomington,
Michigan, which was founded by the
late Rabbi Sherwin Wine.
Humanistic Judaism is the merger
of a belief in the power and authority
of people over their lives with the broad
definition of Judaism as the collective
historic experience of the Jewish people
including culture, literature, art, historical context and community. It provides
a person with the ability to express, cel-

Mitzvahs.
Included in the celebration was
the election of Sylvia Zola and Ann
Toffel as Members-at-large and Channing Stave as Vice President. Dmitry
Turovsky, Rhoda Kleiman, Irv Kleiman, Charlotte Klein, Janine Simon,
Gloria Weil and Rabbi Frank Tamburello will continue to serve on the Board
of Directors another year.
Inquiries are welcome. Visit www.
wchj.org or email info@wchj.org.

INTERNATIONAL

Obama to Egyptian Christians: Don’t Protest the Brotherhood
By RAYMOND IBRAHIM
As Egyptians of all factions prepare to demonstrate in mass against
the Muslim Brotherhood and President
Morsi’s rule on June 30, the latter has
been trying to reduce their numbers,
which some predict will be in the millions and eclipse the Tahrir protests
that earlier ousted Mubarak. Accordingly, among other influential Egyptians, Morsi recently called on Coptic
Christian Pope Tawadros II to urge his
flock, Egypt’s millions of Christians,
not to join the June 30 protests.
While that may be expected, more
troubling is that the U.S. ambassador to
Egypt is also trying to prevent Egyptians from protesting—including the
Copts. The June 18 edition of Sadi
al-Balad reports that lawyer Ramses
Naggar, the Coptic Church’s legal
counsel, said that during Patterson’s
June 17 meeting with Pope Tawadros,
she “asked him to urge the Copts not
to participate” in the demonstrations
against Morsi and the Brotherhood.
The Pope politely informed her
that his spiritual authority over the
Copts does not extend to political matters.

Regardless, many Egyptian activists are condemning Patterson for
continuously behaving like the Muslim
Brotherhood’s stooge. Leading opposition activist Shady el-Ghazali Harb
said Patterson showed “blatant bias” in
favor of Morsi and the Brotherhood,
adding that her remarks had earned the
U.S. administration “the enmity of the
Egyptian people.” Coptic activists like
George Ishaq openly told Patterson to
“shut up and mind your own business.”
And Christian business tycoon Naguib
Sawiris—no stranger to Islamist hostility—posted a message on his Twitter
account addressed to the ambassador
saying “Bless us with your silence.”
Indeed, the U.S. ambassador’s position as the Brotherhood’s lackey is
disturbing—and revealing—on several
levels. First, all throughout the Middle
East, the U.S. has been supporting
anyone and everyone opposing their
leaders—in Libya against Gaddafi, in
Egypt itself against 30-year U.S. ally
Mubarak, and now in Syria against
Assad. In all these cases, the U.S. has
presented its support in the name of
the human rights and freedoms of the
people against dictatorial leaders.
So why is the Obama administration now asking Christians not to
oppose their rulers—in this case, Is-

lamists—who have daily proven themselves corrupt and worse, to the point
that millions of Egyptians, most of
them Muslims, are trying to oust them?

What’s worse is that the human
rights abuses Egypt’s Coptic Christians have been suffering under Muslim Brotherhood rule are significantly

worse than the human rights abuses
that the average Egyptian suffered
under Mubarak—making the Copts’
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
right to protest even more legitimate,
and, if anything, more worthy of U.S
support.
Among other things, under Morsi’s rule, the persecution of Copts has
practically been legalized, as unprecedented numbers of Christians—men,
women, and children—have been

arrested, often receiving more than
double the maximum prison sentence,
under the accusation that they “blasphemed” Islam and/or its prophet. It
was also under Morsi’s reign that another unprecedented scandal occurred:
the St. Mark Cathedral—holiest site
of Coptic Christianity and headquarters to Pope Tawadros himself—was
besieged in broad daylight by Islamic

rioters. When security came, they too
joined in the attack on the cathedral.
And the targeting of Christian children—for abduction, ransom, rape,
and/or forced conversion—has also
reached unprecedented levels under
Morsi. (For more on the plight of the
Copts under Morsi’s rule, see my new
book Crucified Again: Exposing Islam’s
New War on Christians.)

Yet despite the fact that if anyone
in Egypt has a legitimate human rights
concern against the current Egyptian
government, it most certainly is the
Christian Copts, here is the U.S., in the
person of Ms. Patterson, asking them
not to join the planned protests.
In other words, and consistent
with Obama administration doctrine,
when Islamists—including rapists
and cannibals—wage jihad on secular
leaders, the U.S. supports them; when

Christians protest Islamist rulers who
are making their lives a living hell, the
administration asks them to “know
their place” and behave like dhimmis,
Islam’s appellation for non-Muslim
“infidels” who must live as third class
“citizens” and never complain about
their inferior status.
FrontPage Magazine

maturity. I named her Nelly, because
I perceived her as a real brat like the
Nelly on Little House on the Prairie. I
even built a website in her honor and
called it the Brat Factor, because at the
time I truly perceived Nelly as a really,
really big brat.
Every July 4th I not only celebrate our
country’s independence, I celebrate my
“conscious” relationship with Nelly and
my freedom from unwanted behaviors.
I no longer call Nelly a brat and
I’ve even changed the name of my website to www.makeitfunanditwillgetdone.com which of course was Nelly’s
idea. In eleven short years she has gone
from a brat to a happy child and with
her cooperation I was able to get out of
debt, lose thirty-five pounds and continue enjoying my life with child-like
joy! Why not live by her motto: Make
it fun and it will get done and watch
what happens?
For more from Pam Young go
to www.makeitfunanditwillgetdone.
com. You’ll find many musings, videos
of Pam in the kitchen preparing delicious meals, videos on how to get orga-

nized, ways to lose weight and get your
finances in order, all from a reformed
SLOB’s point of view.
Pam Young has been a reformed
slob for more than 35 years. She teaches
with humor and insight and her audiences take away creative strategies and
practical steps to self-improvement
in whatever area they choose. In 1977
Pam and her sister Peggy Jones decided
they simply had to get organized and
in the process found themselves with
a business that has helped hundreds
of thousands of disorganized women
around the world and across at least
two generations.

MAKE IT FUN!

My Declaration of Independence
By PAM YOUNG
It was 2 a.m. and I sat
sniveling in my pajamas
at my computer. I had
decided to call my sister
in the morning before
our families got together for the 4th of
July festivities and tell her I would not
be writing a “humorous” book about
organizing household finances with
her. The reason was simple; I had no
business telling anyone what to do
when it came to money. At the not-sotender age of 59 I had no retirement, no
savings and I was $26,000.00 in credit
card debt! The book we were to write
together would absolutely get me out of
debt, but my ethics would not allow me
to be part of a lie. No way could I write
a do-as-I-say-not-as-I-do book.
That was July 4, 2002 and one of
those major pivotal moments in my
life. I know how George Bailey in the
movie A Wonderful Life, felt standing

on the bridge contemplating suicide although I was never even close to doing
that, I sent out a major request, “Help
me God, help me.”
God breezes can come in strange
ways. My God breeze came in the form
of a question. “How old have you been
acting when it comes to your finances?”
I’d never put an age to my financial
behavior. It was hard to answer the
question at first, so I asked a question.
“What do you mean?”
“Well, think about it,” the questioner continued, “you are 59 years old
and you aren’t concerned in the least
about your retirement. You have the
optimism of a child, when you see
something you want you charge it. You
use your credit cards as if they are your
source of income. You know what the
experts on finance all say is true, but
you don’t want to mind them. Should
I go on?”
“NO! I get it!”

The list made me think of my
granddaughter McKenzie. I’d just
taken her shopping and she was a little
“I-Want” machine. She had no concern
for the cost or how she’d pay for it; she
just wanted it, NOW. She was nineyears-old.
“Okay, nine!” I said to my Interrogator.
“Yes, Pam Young, you have an inner child, age nine, who has been running your books and if you want to help
others who are in similar financial circumstances, get to know this little one,
name her, get her cooperation and you
will get out of debt. Oh, and you will
enjoy the ride.”
An angel came to me that night,
but she wasn’t an old man with a copy
of Tom Sawyer’s Huckleberry Finn, she
was a little girl with pigtails, freckles
and a pouty mouth. She is my inner
child complete with all the attributes
of a nine-year-old, including the im-

MUSIC

THE SOUNDS
OFBLUE
By Bob Putignano
From the Crescent City Dumpstaphunk releases their latest “Dirty Word”
that follows their 2011 “Everybody
Want Sum,” and 2012’s “Listen Hear.”
Their name fits well at what they do, so
if you like the good funk, look no further. Eleven tunes are included nine authored by Dumpstaphunk with covers
of Betty Mabry better known as Betty
Davis (she was married to Miles Davis)
“If I’m In Luck,” and Larry Graham’s
(Graham Central Station’s and Sly
Stone’s bass player) “Water.”

Dumpstaphunk
“Dirty Word”

Louisiana Red Hot Records

Speaking of Sly Stone the opening
“Dancin’ To the Truth” has that Family
Stone groove. The title track is mostly
instrumental until guest vocalist Ani
DeFranco joins in over a myriad of
nifty chord changes with a very smart
horn section. Trombone Shorty and
Sherik add horns on another funky
workout “I Wish You Would.” Proving that Dumpstaphunk isn’t all about
the funk “They Don’t Care” is a soulful
and pretty ballad that sweetly changes
the mood. The Grooveline Horns offer

their services on “I KnowYou Know,”
but be careful with the expletive lyrics
that will guarantee little or no radio
airplay. Flea of the Red Hot Chili Peppers lends his bass to “If I’m In Luck.”
Larry Graham’s “Water” is an excellent fit here, and also (once again) adds
the Grooveline Horns. The somewhat
bluesy “Blueswave” is a wonderful highspeed romp. “Reality of the Situation”
definitely has that P-Funk feel to it.
“Take Time” takes up too much time

Continued on page 9

http://frontpagemag.com/2013/raymond-ibrahim/u-s-asks-egypts-christians-not-to-oppose-morsi/

After writing six best-selling books together, being on thousands of radio and
television shows, and speaking to audiences
of thousands, Peggy retired in 2002. In
addition to running their original business, Sidetracked Home Executives Inc.,
Pam decided to take her creativity and delightful sense of humor and launch the very
popular website www.makeitfunanditwillgetdone.com to help a new generation
of SHEs.
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The Sounds of Blue

Continued from page 8

and it’s a bit repetitive with its lengthy
instrumental segment near the end of
the tune. “Dirty Word” concludes with
“Raise the House” with Art Neville,
Trombone Shorty, and the Rebirth

Brass band on board, it’s a Big Easy
party funk tune that righteously ends
“Dirty Word” memorably.
Dumpstaphunk is Ivan Neville
on vocals and keys, Ian Neville guitar,
the dual bassists Tony Hall and Nick
Daniels III; both also fill in on vocals,
and their latest addition Nikki Glaspie

on drums and occasional vocals. As a
band unit these musicians really grind
out the funk, have fine chops and write
pretty good tunes too. So if this sort of
music floats your boat you’ll be happily
dancing the night away, get down!

Note: Dumpstaphunk will be playing
Madison Square Park at 23rd Street,

nearby the Flatiron & Gramercy in NYC
on August 7th. It’s a free concert that starts
at 7:00pm. More details at: www.MadisonSquarePark.org event phone line: 212538-1884.
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com

Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com.
Now celebrating 13 + years on the air at

WFDU - http://wfdu.fm. 24x7 On Demand Radio: http://wfdu.streamrewind.
com/show/profile/11 , WFDU’s Sounds
of Blue is the most pledged to program for
5 consecutive years. Senior Contributing
Editor to: http://www.Bluesrevue.com
, http://WestchesterGuardian.com, and
http://YonkersTribune.com.

POLICE

New Yonkers Police Department Car Fleet Unveiled
New Fleet to Hit Streets Starting This Fall
YONKERS, NY – June 26, 2013 –
Mayor Mike Spano, along with the
Yonkers Police Department (YPD),
today unveiled the Police Department’s
newest fleet of vehicles that will patrol
the City of Yonkers beginning this fall.
The new fleet will feature new black
and white Chevy Caprice Police Pa-

trol Vehicles, Ford Police Interceptor
Utility Vehicles, and a new Emergency
Service Unit Patrol Truck.
“We are pleased to unveil the police department’s newest fleet of vehicles that are updated and safer, which
will benefit our police officers and our

residents,” said Mayor Spano. “Our
current fleet has been used to its fullest potential, patrolling our streets 24-7.
Time has come to retire aging vehicles,
and replace them with technologically
more advanced and energy efficient
ones.”
The new Yonkers police car fleet

will feature a new look, with a black and
white color scheme. This will allow the
vehicles to be more visible so the public
has the ability to immediately identify
Yonkers police vehicles at a greater distance. Striping on the vehicle will consist of a high visibility reflective material

so the vehicle will be noticeable day or
night.
Charles Gardner, Yonkers Police Commissioner, commented, “The
safety of our officers and the public is
paramount to our Department. These
vehicles will provide our officers with
the latest technology to assist them in
providing police services to our City.
Some of our vehicles are on the road 24
hours a day and are used for all three
tours of service. I thank the Mayor and
the City Council for once again providing us with the tools we need to make
our city safer.”
This fall, the YPD will introduce
23 new Chevy Caprice police sector
cars as older vehicles are retired from
service. The new vehicle has numerous safety enhancements as well as
increased horsepower and handling.
Additional upgrades include:
• All LED emergency lighting.
This feature coupled with the new
IdleRight system, from Havis Inc,
will greatly reduce the fuel usage of
the vehicles when at a scene. This
system will monitor the battery
voltage and turn the vehicle on and
off as is needed to maintain the
battery condition while the vehicle
is stationary with the emergency
lights activated. This will eliminate
the need to idle the vehicle all
day while at a traffic post at an
emergency scene.
• Interior lighting updates, including
adaptive brightness settings. A
photo sensor has been installed in
the vehicle that will automatically
reduce the brightness of the light
bar at night which is critical as the
current light bars have become
so bright that they can make it
difficult to see a pedestrian or
officer around the vehicle.
• New computer system. The new
system utilizes a tablet computer
coupled with a new console and
keyboard design. Connected
to this new system is a thermal
imaging camera system. This

system will allow officers “night
vision” capability to be able to
increase their effectiveness after the
hours of darkness.
Additionally, nine new Ford
Police Interceptor Utility trucks
will be introduced to the YPD
car fleet, replacing the Chevy
Tahoe SSV vehicles utilized for

-

•

patrol supervisors. The vehicle’s
improvements include high-level
suspension, engine and brakes and
all-wheel drive. This will increase
the mobility in inclement weather
allowing faster response time.
Additional features include:
State-of-the-art
multi-color
LED light bar from Whelen
Engineering. The multi-color
light bar will increase the visibility
of the vehicle but will also increase
its usefulness. The front of the bar

Continued on page 10
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New Yonkers Police Department Car Fleet Unveiled

Continued from page 9
can be switched to white LED
lights to provide scene lighting. It
will also incorporate the Idle-Right
system to save fuel and will have
the adaptive lighting to reduce
power consumption as well as
increase fuel savings.
• New models will be equipped with
a tablet style computer with a new

TECHNOLOGY

•

console and keyboard design.
The YPD also will replace its
aging Emergency Service Unit
(ESU) truck with a Ford F550
Super Duty cab and chassis with
a custom rescue module. This
vehicle was completely redesigned
by the YPD’s vehicle team. New
features include:
A new extruded construction that

•
•

will reduce the weight of the truck
while increasing its durability.
It comes with Ford’s new 6.7
liter turbo diesel motor that will
increase its power while also
reducing emissions compared to
older generation vehicles.
It features a newly designed LED
light bar that will increase its
functionality.
Significant design changes to the
interior of the vehicle to facilitate

the removal of the emergency
equipment. The new PTO
generator set will reduce weight
and space requirements allowing
the hydraulic extrication to be
ready at a moment’s notice.
A dual band radio, enabling officers
to communicate directly with
other agencies, such as the County
Police, in case of emergencies that
will further reduce response time to
major incidents.

The color model of the current
YPD fleet was last updated in the late
1990s, when the models were changed
from the pale blue and white cars to the
all-white with blue striping modeled
cars. As the current vehicles are taken
off the streets and retired, the City will
sell them on its Yonkers CARS Store
eBay site for auction.

prefer more young people tracked into
lower cost vocational training than college, which he dismisses as places for
“drinking, drugs, partying, sex, and sometimes learning” (Bennett, himself has an
undergraduate degree from Williams, a
PhD from the University of Texas, and
a JD from the Harvard Law School).
Bennett’s focus on job training
and the pressures by businesses and
students to provide work skilled graduates is, as stated above, a far cry from
Newman’s classical vision. Delbanco
quotes Newman as writing a definition
of liberal knowledge (the goal of the
university) as “knowledge which stands
on its own pretensions, which is independent of sequel, expects no compliment,
refuses to be informed (as it is called) by
any end, or absorbed into any art, in order
duly to present itself to our contemplation.”
(“The Idea of a University,” page 81 in the
Yale University edition). Delbanco, himself in his New York Times review of
Bennett’s book (http://www.nytimes.
com/2013/06/23/books/review/
is-college-worth-it-and-college-unbound.html) makes the point much
more clearly in modern English, writing “In striving to ‘prove their worth,’
America’s colleges risk losing their value as
places young people enter as adventurous
adolescents and from which they emerge
as intellectually curious adults. Such a loss
could never be compensated by any gain”
– a statement I thoroughly agree with!
Coincidentally, on the same day I
read the review of the Bennett book,
Richard Scarlata, a friend and former CFO of a retail chain and CEO
of a holding company, sent me a link
to an article bemoaning the deriding
of the humanities, “The Decline and
Fall of The English Major” by Verlyn
Klinkenborg (http://www.nytimes.
com/2013/06/23/opinion/sunday/
the-decline-and-fall-of-the-english-major.html?ref=todayspaper).
Scarlata, an accounting major himself,
added the comment “Thank God for the
humanities courses required in my days at
Manhattan College.”
So, if we can agree that technology
should be used to support all courses,

including humanities, then what is the
problem with on-line courses? Nothing – if we can understand the differences between on-line and classroom
teaching:
On-line classes require much more
work both by professors and students.
Because professors cannot make eye
contact with students (with the exception
of video face-to-face which is rare), there
must be much more material provided,
both for instructional and assessment
purposes.
Students must be disciplined in
on-line courses; they must do their own
scheduling rather than have it mandated by a classroom schedule. I would, if
possible, prohibit freshmen (particularly
first semester freshmen) from taking online courses.
Students must also be very computer and Internet literate. I believe that
passing a computer literacy test should
be mandatory before taking on-line
courses.
The classroom environment provides amenities such a lounges, cafeteria, library, outdoor gathering places, etc.
where students have constant ability to
interact with other students. Many online programs provide on-line library
access and some try to provide meeting
rooms – but they do not provide the
same experience as resident college life.
It is not really “Technology vs College Education” but how best to make
use of technology to provide flexibility for students, and lower costs while
retaining the true idea of college – as
an education experience rather than a
training course. The determination of
how to do this best involves educational
policy and, perhaps, politics. We should
neither be using nor blaming technology
simply because it is there.

•

SOURCE: Christina Gilmartin, Communications Director, Office of the Mayor

CREATIVE DISRUPTION

Technology v. College Education??
By JOHN F. MCMULLEN
No college educator or
administrator can deny
the marvelous impact
that technology has had
on college educations.
The World Wide Web and search engines such as Google have allowed students and faculty alike to amass research
material in minutes that would have
taken weeks or months before these
tools arrived. Course management
systems such as Moodle, Sakai, and
Blackboard allow professors to build
video and graphics into lessons, set up
forums for discussions, have interactive video chats, and store lessons and
readings for students to refer to at their
leisure. The technology has allowed the
development of totally on-line courses,
either of the “same-time-different-place”
or “different-time-different place” variety.
As one who has both taken and taught
traditional classroom courses, classroom courses enhanced by technology,
and each type of pure on-line course, I
can certainly vouch for the beneficial
impact of technology.
Additionally, colleges, particularly
those considered the great “research
universities,” have always been major
innovators and developers of science
and technology that both fueled the
economy and benefited all of mankind.
Jonathan R. Cole, in his comprehensive “The Great American University: Its
Rise To Preeminence; Its Indispensable
National Role; Why It Must Be Protected” details many of the innovations
developed at colleges that reshaped
the nation, including: Artificial Joints
(UCLA), Insulin Gene (University of
California at San Francisco), Heart Pacemaker (Harvard), Heimlich Maneuver
(Cornell), Kidney Dialysis (University of
Pennsylvania), Embryonic Stem Cells
(University of Wisconsin), Light Emitting Diodes – “LED” (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Bar Codes
(Drexel University), Radar (MIT), MRI

(Harvard and Stanford, independently),
Electronic Digital Computer – Theory
(Iowa State}, Electronic Digital Computer – Working (University of Pennsylvania), World Wide Web Graphic
Browser (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), and many, many other
innovations too numerous to include
here (The Cole book is a valuable resource
-- http://www.amazon.com/GreatAmerican-University-PreeminenceIndispensable/dp/1610390970/).
With such a history of colleges
supporting innovation, particularly
in the technology area, and technology providing never before thought of
educational tools and devices, how can
the title of this column be justified? The
answer is complex and is not always
obvious. College education is in a great
state of flux at the moment with a lot of
seemingly unconnected trouble signs:
Colleges are very expensive – the
constant increases in tuition are, in part,
a result of the costs of technology and
personnel salaries and benefits (and, for
public institutions, the withdrawal in
many cases of public funding).
The tuition costs have led to a dramatic increase in Student Loans and
public outcry about the great indebtedness of college graduates.
The cost of tuition and student
indebtedness has brought public and
governmental pressure to reduce costs.
Colleges such as the University of
Phoenix (a for-profit school) have shown
that course material for an entire degree
program can be delivered on-line. Most
colleges now have at lease some on-line
presence with many offering full degree
programs (including graduate degrees)
on-line.
The “Great Recession” and the
declining job market have created
pressure from businesses and many
students to view colleges as technical
training schools, rather than places for
broad-based education -- a far cry from
John Henry Newman’s “Idea of A University.”

The success of on-line courses,
coupled with pressures to reduce
costs, have led many colleges to
join together in consortiums, called
“Massive Open Online Courses”
(MOOCs), to provide quality on-line
courseware. According to Andrew
Delbanco, in his 2011 revision of
his interesting “College: What It Was,
Is, And Should Be,” there are almost 2
million students enrolled in courses
at Coursera (http://www.coursera.
org), a collaboration of more than
thirty universities (including such well
known ones as Stanford, University of
Michigan, and Princeton). Coursera
is far from the only online platform
– edX (www.edx.org), founded my
Harvard and MIT; and Straighterline
(http://www.straighterline.
com/), a platform for low-cost college courses with credits transferrable
to college “partners,” are all players
in this new and highly competitive
field.
The availability of on-line courses
offered as part of a single college curriculum and through these on-line consortiums has already had a rippling effect.
Enrollment is down in classroom courses
that can be taken online (and in many
colleges, overall enrollment is down).
Colleges have been able to reduce expenses through the elimination of these
courses, easing the demand for physical
classrooms and often reducing faculty.
These factors – lack of employment, high tuition, student debt, etc.
– have led William Bennett, former
Secretary of Education under President
Reagan to postulate, in a book that he
co-authored with David Wilezol, “Is
College Worth It?: A Former United States
Secretary of Education and a Liberal Arts
Graduate Expose the Broken Promise of
Higher Education” (http://www.amazon.com/Is-College-Worth-Secretary-Education/dp/1595552790/)
that “too many people are going to college.”
Rather than have graduates with huge
debt unable to find jobs, Bennett would

Creative Disruption is a continuing series
examining the impact of constantly accelerating technology on the world around
us. These changers normally happen under
our personal radar until we find that the
world as we knew it is no more.

Comments and questions are welcome –
johnmac13@gmail.com.
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Forward With Farce
By JOHN SIMON
Farce, the lesser sister
of comedy. commands
a world of its own. In
it, most people tend to
be dumber than real
people, which is to say acutely so. This
except for a few cunning schemers, who
either serve or trip up the rest.
It is to Shakespeare’s credit that, in
his early “Comedy of Errors” none of
the characters is really stupid, only stupefied or, more properly, bedeviled by
being misunderstood. In Central Park’s
Public Theatre free production, director
Daniel Sullivan takes all kinds of liberties, but, almost miraculously, they spoil
nothing and merely add to the fun.

Jesse Tyler Ferguson

Hamish Linklater
His main invention is transposing the action to upstate New York
in the 1940s, and beginning with an
unscripted session of jitterbugging by
three acrobatic couples to the partly
adapted, partly original music by Greg

Pliska. They will make sporadic incursions throughout, either as dancers or as
extras, but never jarring.
Sullivan has also solved the problem dogging most productions of “The
Comedy of Errors,” the two pairs of
identical twins, going one pair better
than his source in Plautus. Directors
can never find actors who fit this tough
demand, and usually try to make do
with vague resemblance and similar
costuming, none of which quite satisfies.
Instead, Sullivan has the same actors in both pairs. Hamish Linklater
plays both Antipholuses ( the masters
), and Jesse Tyler Ferguson does both
Dromios ( the servants ). At the utmost,
different color hatbands distinguish the
former pair.
But what of the ending, when both
pairs must be present? Two other actors,
seen only from the back and mostly
kneeling, but identically costumed,
spare our imaginations from overwork.
There is similar jolly inventiveness
throughout, with John Lee Beatty’s
sets, Toni-Leslie James’s costumes, Jeff
Croiter’s lighting, and Mimi Lieber’s
choreography contributing handsomely. And then there is the sturdy cast.
Hamish Linklater comes through by
turns befuddled, enraged, amorous, and
dashing; Jesse Tyler Ferguson, a master
of lowdown, knockabout farce, consolidates his reputation as a crowd pleaser.
All the actresses are splendid:
the sassy Adriana of Emily Bergl, the
poised Heidi Schreck as her sister Luciana, the sluttish De’Adre Aziza as
one here labeled Courtesan, and the
dignified Becky Ann Baker as the Abbess. There is lusty foolery also from
Jonathan Hadary ( an Aegon conjuring multitudes from one suitcase ) and
Skip Sudduth ( a Duke reveling in his
Brooklyn accent ), plus a few others.
Add to this a balmy summer
evening in Central Park enjoyed gra-

tis, and the somewhat overlong play
compressed into 90 minutes, and you
get—as Omar Khayyam, channeled
by Edward Fitzgerald, put it—Paradise
enow.
Free Shakespeare in the Park is
performed at the Delacorte Theater
in Central Park. The Central Park entrances closest to the theater are at 81st
Street and Central Park West or 79th
Street and Fifth Avenue.
The Delacorte Theater is easily accessible from the B, C and 6
subway lines, as well as from the M2,
M3, M4, M10 and M79 bus lines.
Once in the Park, follow the footpath
to the Delacorte Theater. For those
traveling by car, please note that there
are no parking facilities in the Park.
Rollicking farce is also to be had
from Nell Benjamin’s “The Explorers Club,” missing only an apostrophe.
You will be amazed at how much this
American female playwright knows—
or invents—about a 1979 London,
Victorian, stuffy sexist male explorers’
club, invaded by a smart and spunky
woman explorer.
The mere set by Donyale Werle is
almost worth the price of admission.
Not just the stuffed heads of an animal
anthology, everything else too exudes
a satirical merriment that transports
you into the right mood. I’ll not even
try to summarize the madcap humor
and pointed wit that hilariously jostle
each other throughout this Manhattan
Theatre Club production. It will have
your beatific smile yielding only to unleashed laughter.
The plot is full of delirious invention that nevertheless harbors an
undercurrent of preposterous period
truth: how about an arrogant explorer,
having discovered the East pole, preparing to conquer the West one? It is
all ingeniously directed by Mark Bruni
and cheekily costumed by Anita Javich,
and took a mighty amount of humorlessness to elicit a grudging review from
the Times critic.
The acting by a flawless ensemble

Carson Elrod, Jennifer Westfeldt, and Lorenzo Pisoni.

Steven Boyer, Lorenzo Pisoni, Brian Avers, and John McMartin.

requires only the grateful listing of
names: Brian Avers, Max Baker, Steven
Boyer, Arnie Burton, Carson Elrod (
as a blue-painted native ), David Furr,
John McMartin ( as a bible-toting
male chauvinist ), Lorenzo Pisoni and
Jennifer Westfeldt playing two diverse
sisters.
Photos of “The Explorers Club” by

and courtesy of Joan Marcus.
Manhattan Theatre Club, New
York City Center Stage, 131 West 55th
Street, between 6th & 7th Avenues, New
York, NY.Tickets by phone: (212) 5811212, Internet: http://www.nycitycenter.org/tickets
I recommend this for not enContinued on page 12

BRONX APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Newly renovated Bronx Apartments for Rent
Near public transportation & shopping.
Rent includes heat & hot water.
$25 non-refundable credit check.
1 BR $1150/Month
3Br. $1600 - $1800/Month
Call Maria:
914.632.1230

BRONX COMMERCIAL SPACE
FOR RENT
Westchester Ave. Commercial Space for Rent
Busy location, Large Display Window
2 blocks from #6 Elder Ave. stop
Ideal for Check Casher • Liquor Store • Formal Wear
Hair Salon • Barber Shop • Party Supplies
Notary/Tax/Document Preparation
Fast Food • Franchises
Some restrictions: No grocery or wireless phones
750 Sq. Ft. • $2750/Month
1100 SQ. FT. $3600/Month
Tenant pays water, electric & taxes
Call Maria:
914.632.1230
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Forward With Farce
Continued from page 11

tirely unselfish reasons. Who
would turn down an opportunity to have a whole bunch of readers eternally grateful to him for
steering them to an unexpected treasure?
Little good can be said for “3
Kinds of Exile” by the always valiant
and often apt John Guare. A playwright to reckon with, he takes here a
double pratfall, as both author and actor. The play, really three playlets, does
indeed concern three very different exiles of Slavic origin.
“Karel” is an invented and absurd
story about a Jew whose entire family perished in the Nazi death camps,
and who, to expiate his survivor’s guilt
feelings, develops a horrible red rash
covering all his clothed parts except,

paradoxically, the exposed ones, and defying all attempts at a cure. Martin Moran delivers this ridiculous monologue,
crowned by a truly indefensible ending
well enough, but to no avail.
The middle playlet, “Elzbieta
Erased,” concerns a real-life Polish
stage and screen star, Elzbieta Czizewska, who made the fatal mistake of
marrying the American journalist David Halberstam, in the mistaken belief
of reigning on two continents.
Instead, she fell between the proverbial two stools, lousing herself up in
both worlds.
I knew her slightly, and felt both
sorry for and repelled by her. Touched
by her brave delusions, I was also appalled by the despair she dragged after
her like an attached tin can. This best
part of the Guare opus is delivered by
two speakers from respective lecterns,
with some slide projections behind
them. Mostly they alternate in narra-

(L-R): Kate Rigg, Jacquelyn Landgraf,
David Pittu, Allison Cimmet, and Jeffrey
Kuhn.
tion, but sometimes lapse into chaotic
simultaneity.
This essentially nondramatic treatment tends to miss the mark, especially as saddled with two undesirable
lecturers. There is A, played by Omar
Sangare—part Malian, part Polish—a
former actor in Poland now also professor of theater at Williams College.
I found his loud, hammy and smugly

self-satisfied performance barely endurable. But no less offensive in a different way was Guare himself as B.
He displayed a would-be ingratiating
manner that emerged oily and smarmy,
down to his mendicant posture as uncouth as Sangare’s swagger.
Worst of all was the third item,
“Funiage,” the very title a clumsy melding of funeral and marriage. This purports to be some sort of tribute to the
great Polish writer Witold Gombrowicz, who spent the better part of his life
as an exile in Argentina.
But Gombrowicz was a subtle wit
and deadpan satirist, who indeed wrote
two surreal plays along with some fantasy novels. But Guare’s elephantine attempt to turn him into the subject of a
surrealist or absurdist musical comedy,
with onstage pianism by composer Josh
Schmidt and laborious direction by
Neil Pepe, misfires badly; it even drags
down that fine comic actor David Pittu

into a pit of puerility.

Photo of 3 Kinds of Exile by and courtesy
of Kevin Thomas Garcia.

Atlantic Theater Company at The Linda
Gross Theater, 336 West 20th Street, between 8th and 9th Avenues.org, New
York, NY. Tickets online and current performance schedules: http://atlantictheater.org

John Simon has written for over 50 years
on theatre, film, literature, music and fine
arts for the Hudson Review, New Leader,
New Criterion, National Review, New
York Magazine, Opera News, Weekly
Standard, Broadway.com and Bloomberg News. Mr. Simon holds a PhD from
Harvard University in Comparative
Literature and has taught at MIT, Harvard University, Bard College and Marymount Manhattan College.
To learn more, visit the JohnSimon-Uncensored.com website.

LEGAL

Supreme Court Decision Preserves Public Universities’ Compelling Interest in Achieving Racial Diversity
A.G. Schneiderman: States Have A Compelling Interest In Promoting Diversity At Their Institutions Of Higher Learning
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- The Supreme Court issued a 7-1 ruling today
in the case of Fisher v. University of
Texas, which vacates the decision of the
Fifth Circuit upholding the University of Texas at Austin’s (UT) race-conscious undergraduate admissions policy.
The following statement may be
attributed to Eric T. Schneiderman,
Attorney General of the State of New
York, regarding the decision:
“We are pleased that today’s decision preserves the vital principle that
fostering racial diversity in education
is a compelling interest critical to the
future of the States and our Nation.
While we are disappointed the Supreme Court did not affirm the Fifth

Circuit’s decision, we are also pleased
that the Supreme Court confirmed
that courts should defer to a university’s
judgment on the educational benefits
of a diverse environment, and made
clear that a university need not exhaust
other alternatives before considering
race in admissions.”
The Court has sent the case back to
the Fifth Circuit to determine whether
the means UT has chosen to achieve
diversity—a combination of a plan that
automatically admits the top ten percent
of graduating high school students in
the State and considers race as one of
many factors in admitting other students—satisfies strict judicial scrutiny.
The Court’s decision leaves for another

day questions about the range of admissions programs designed to achieve
racial diversity through means different

from UT’s that may be permissible under the Equal Protection Clause.
This past January, Attorney
General Schneiderman submitted a
friend-of-the-court brief on behalf
of a bipartisan coalition of 14 states,
the District of Columbia and the U.S.
Virgin Islands. The brief urged the U.S.
Supreme Court to uphold the UT Top
Ten Percent Law and outlined the important and compelling state interest in
achieving the educational benefits of
diversity. The brief also noted that the
Constitution permits them to consider
race as one factor among many in developing admissions policies that foster
a diverse academic community and
that are tailored to the unique condi-

tions and needs of each state’s particular
institutions of higher learning.
States that joined New York on the
brief included Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico,
North Carolina, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia, as well as the District of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin
Islands.
The brief was prepared by New
York Solicitor General Barbara D.
Underwood, Deputy Solicitor General
Richard P. Dearing, and Assistant Solicitor General Simon Heller.
A copy of the brief in Fisher v.
University of Texas at Austin is available online here.

Family of Mentally Ill Deceased Artist Samuel Cruz, Killed at Home by New
Rochelle Police, to Announce Intent to Sue NRPD and City of New Rochelle
NEW ROCHELLE, NY – June 26,
2013 -- This Wednesday, June 26, the
wife and daughter of deceased artist
Samuel Cruz held a press conference
alongside their attorneys Randolph
McLaughlin and Debra Cohen of
Newman Ferrara, LLP, Mayo Bartlett,
Esq., and Abdulwali Muhammad, Esq.,
at the New Rochelle City Hall. The
conference was followed by a filing of a
“notice of claim” against the City of New

Rochelle, the New Rochelle Police Department, the NR Police Officer who
shot and killed Mr Cruz, as well as the
EMS technicians who failed to act for
almost an hour after Mr Cruz was shot.
Cruz’s fatal shooting occurred after his family called the police for help,
concerned that Cruz, who suffered from
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder,
might be unwell, and possibly off his
medication. In spite of alerting officers

to Cruz’s mental illness, the claim alleges officers further aggravated Cruz
by repeatedly banging on his door, and
eventually forcing it open. Immediately
thereafter, Officer Steven Geertgen,
named in the notice of claim, fired at the
panicked Cruz, hitting him in the chest.
Cruz was denied medical attention for approximately an hour after
being shot. His wife, Elsa, was present
throughout the incident, but her re-

peated requests to try and de-escalate
the situation and speak with her husband were denied. Cruz was given CPR
before being transported from the scene
but was pronounced dead at Sound
Shore Hospital.
The incident is reminiscent of the
story of Kenneth Chamberlain Sr., a
68-year-old former marine, who was
shot and killed by police in neighboring White Plains after officers arrived

in response to a medical alert related to
his heart condition. A civil suit against
the City of White Plains in that case is
ongoing.
Elsa Cruz, plaintiff, wife of deceased, and Frances Cruz, plaintiff,
daughter of deceased, were represented
by legal counsel: Randolph McLaughlin
and Debra Cohen of Newman Ferrara
LLP, Mayo Bartlett, Esq., and Abdulwali Muhammad, Esq.
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Bronxville’s Role with Respect to Westchester’s Affordable Housing Settlement
By Mayor MARY C.
MARVIN

Given the constant coverage on both News 12
and in the Westchester
newspapers surrounding the continuing discussions of the
Westchester County Affordable Housing Settlement, an update on Bronxville’s role is warranted.
As a recap, the stipulation agreement was the result of settling a lawsuit
brought by the Anti-Discrimination
Center of New York, a non-profit advocacy and litigation group. The Department of Justice and the Department
of Housing and Urban Development
joined as parties against Westchester
County.
The lawsuit was based on the False
Claims Act with the plaintiff arguing successfully that when the County
received Community Development
Block Grants and HUD funds for affordable housing between 2000 and
2006, County Executive Andrew Spano’s office stated in writing that they
had complied with mandates to encourage affordable housing, when they

had not. In essence, the suit was based
on falsifying documents.
Though not a party to the suit as
well as completely unaware of the litigation, the Village of Bronxville learned
of our involvement via reading the local
newspaper.
Though the fourth most integrated county in the State, trailing
only Brooklyn, Queens and the Bronx,
Westchester was the first county to be
sued under the “false claim” premise.
Current HUD officials have told us
that HUD is “actively investigating”
twenty other counties throughout the
nation on the same grounds, and HUD
plans to “utilize the settlement in Westchester” as a blueprint for the nation.
Under the terms of the agreement,
Westchester County must spend $50
million and agree to build or acquire
750 affordable housing units in seven
years. Of the units, 630 must be in
the 24 communities, which includes
Bronxville, where black residents represent less than 3% of the population and
Hispanics less than 7%.
Of the 750 units, 75% must be new
construction and 50% must be rental

units with no more than 25% for senior
housing. A family of four could earn up
to $53,000 to qualify for a rental unit
and earnings up to $75,000 would allow home ownership. Communities
are prohibited from giving preference
for this housing to members of their local workforce such as policemen, nurses
or teachers. Rather, the units must be
marketed to those, “least likely to apply”
per the consent agreement.
The agreement does not state a
per capita distribution or assignments
of units to each individual community.
Given the above parameters, the
Trustees, Village Administrator Porr
and I realized the seriousness of our obligation under the agreement and have
worked diligently to find affordable
units in our Village. We have contacted
our local realtors who have been extremely helpful, visited properties and
brought County representatives to view
Village options. As of this time, none of
our offerings have proven economically
feasible to the County.
In an effort to meet our obligation,
we thought the rental route might be
the most economically viable and many

of our landlords were anxious to help
us out after understanding the Settlement Agreement. However, the major
stumbling block has proven to be a
provision in the agreement that states,
“Such units shall be controlled by deed
restrictions or other legal measures to
ensure that they remain affordable to
and occupied by eligible households
for a period of no less than fifty years.”
I petitioned HUD via the Settlement
Monitor to reduce this requirement to
10 years which is still a lifetime in rental
real estate but was denied. We continue
to work cooperatively with the County
to identify properties despite the constraints.
On a parallel tract, the Settlement
Agreement requires the designated
communities to adopt a “model ordinance” in local zoning laws that promotes affordable housing. There is a
concern that this “one size fits all” zoning requirement from HUD runs contrary to the provisions of the New York
State Constitution which codifies the
right of Home Rule which grants local governments the power to engage
in policy making concerning local mu-

nicipal matters.
In addition, our current zoning
and planning codes must be evaluated
to ensure that they are non-discriminatory. To comply with this provision,
Village counsel reviewed our codes as
well as Westchester County Planning
Department experts. Neither found
any exclusionary zoning. In the spirit of
cooperation and compliance, we hired
an outside independent planner to conduct a third review and are awaiting his
comments.
Village representatives have also
attended every meeting with HUD
and County officials to which we were
invited as well as multiple workshops
to better understand the multiple requirements of the settlement that affect
Bronxville.
The Village government is committed to abide by the stipulations as
contained within the four corners of
the agreement signed in 2009.
Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the
Village of Bronxville, New York. Direct
email to mayor@vobny.com.
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You Can’t Fix Problems You Can’t See
By LARRY M. ELKIN
Business people often
toss around the trite-yetusually-true expression,
“You can’t manage what
you can’t measure.” Today
I offer a more consistently valid variation:
You can’t fix problems you can’t see.
I take no credit for this insight,
however. Any royalties should go to the
Supreme Court. Lost amid the headlines
over this week’s decisions on voting rights
and gay marriage were two rulings that set
sensible ground rules for how to redress
discrimination in the workplace.
Of course, since we are discussing the
current Supreme Court, the fact that these
decisions were sensible and low-profile
does not mean the justices agreed over
them. Both decisions were 5-4, with the
four horsemen of the Court’s liberal wing
– Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Elena
Kagan, Sonia Sotomayor and Stephen
Breyer – dissenting in each case.
Any good employer recognizes and
accepts a duty to provide a working environment that is productive and wholesome. Though not all workplaces can be
made perfectly safe – a construction site is
not an office, for example – every job site
can be made respectful and tolerant. If it
isn’t, various legal sanctions may kick in.
Consider what happens when an
employee experiences racial or sexual harassment on the job. If the harassment
comes from the employer directly, or

from a supervisor selected and empowered by the employer, then the employer
is directly liable for the misconduct. The
employee need not notify the employer or
complain about the mistreatment, because
the employer is deemed to already know
about the problem. On the other hand, if
the alleged misconduct is committed by
an employee’s co-worker, the employee is
expected to make the employer aware of
the offense. An employer that establishes
appropriate policies and takes prompt
action to enforce those policies generally
will not be held responsible for conduct it
could neither see nor control.
But who, exactly, is a supervisor? The
Supreme Court resolved that question
this week in Vance v. Ball State University,
upholding a lower court finding that under Title VII, the law governing job bias, a
supervisor is someone with the power to
“take tangible employment actions against
the victim,” such as hiring, firing, withholding promotions or making inferior
assignments. Merely directing the victim’s
day-to-day work or assigning tasks doesn’t
count.
In her dissent, Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg backed a broader position taken
by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which is that a supervisor
should be defined as anyone with power
to take tangible action or anyone with
authority “to direct the employee’s daily
work activities.” Ginsburg complained
that many employers might be unaware
of an employee’s improper behavior, and

thus escape liability for not correcting the
behavior they knew nothing about.
Ginsburg’s reasoning makes sense if
you think an employer should be made to
pay damages to an employee if anything
bad ever happens to that employee in the
workplace. It makes much less sense if you
think the employer should pay only for
bad things that it could have either anticipated or reasonably prevented.
Contrary to Ginsburg’s contention,
the court’s definition of a supervisor does
not give an employer a free pass. An employer who receives a complaint should
make a good-faith effort to investigate the
claim. If necessary, the employer should
take immediate steps to discipline the offender and stop the inappropriate behavior. Either way, an employer should never
retaliate against the employee who made
the complaint, which is crucial in making
sure employees actually do come forward
in cases of lateral harassment.
Retaliation was at the heart of this
week’s other little-noticed decision of
importance to employers. In University of
Texas Southwestern Medical Center v. Nassar, an employee alleged that his employer retaliated against him for making
a discrimination complaint.The employer,
which had revoked an offer of employment to the complainant, said it would
have withdrawn the offer regardless of
any intent to retaliate. In another 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court ruled that an
employee who claims to be a victim of
retaliation must show that the adverse ac-

tion would not have occurred but for the
alleged retaliation.
This is a tougher standard for the
employee claiming retaliation to meet,
compared to what is required of an employee who simply says he or she was
subject to illegal discrimination. In nonretaliation cases, the employee must only
prove that the protected category at play,
such as race, gender or religion, was a
“substantial” or “motivating” factor in an
employment decision. Proving the action
would have happened anyway can shield
the employer from damages, though not
injuctive relief or legal fees.
This is a technical issue, but still an
important one. Anti-discrimination laws
cannot work unless they protect victims
from retaliation for complaining. Employers who want to do the right thing
should encourage victimized employees to
come forward, not deter them from doing so. It is difficult for an employee to get
inside the mind of an employer to show,
for example, that a demotion or reassignment would not have occurred “but for”
the fact that the employee had previously
complained of misconduct.
On the other hand, employers do
things for a lot of reasons, and often more
than one applies in a particular decision.
We should avoid creating situations in
which a poorly performing employee,
sensing that his or her job is in jeopardy, is
motivated to bring a discrimination complaint in order to claim that any ensuing
discharge or demotion had some vague
connection to reporting the incident and
was, therefore, retaliatory.
In practice, I imagine employees will

motivational speakers. Somebody seems
to think they are important so let’s just
assume they are.
In this case, the IRS spent $135,000
on 15 speakers in Anaheim – including
a main event that tallied to $17,000 for
a single speaker. It may not be a stretch
to say that working for the most hated
government organization requires a little
something extra in terms of inspiration.
Nah, it’s more likely that when you
have $300 million stockholders, costs
don’t stand up in the face of a PowerPoint presentation that is way too cool
to pass up.
Unfortunately, such logic probably
doesn’t carry a prison sentence.The same
goes for getting the appropriate people
to make a matching contribution payable to the national debt – or better yet
mine.
Putting aside Ayn Rand ranting
from beyond, it ultimately falls under
the cost of government doing business.
Without a bottom line to weigh against
expenses, government acts in accordance
with the integrity and judgment of those

involved.
How many of us would fail and
succumb given this ambiguity? The
answer is some would take advantage
and fail, some wouldn’t and still fail. Finally, others would make the right calls,
but measuring success still comes in no
certain terms and we don’t really know
what results these managers produced
from their pampered journey.
Either way, we get democratic government in all its imperfection. Preferable to the alternatives, the elixir is right
before us.
Our free society has provided us
with the knowledge of these transgressions, and action is not being taken, it already has been taken. The $37.6 million
spent on conferences in 2010 fell to 4.9
million in 2012 with the introduction of
more refined guidelines.
But is this good enough? Definitely
not. It remains up to us to be vigilant in
demanding accountability and not just
from our government.
It seems unlikely that 2,600 IRS
managers could converge on a hotel

simply take the position that the alleged
retaliatory act would not have occurred
“but for” the desire to retaliate. Employers will then be obliged to demonstrate
that they would have taken the same action even if no complaint had ever been
made. This is a fair result. These days, any
knowledgeable employer tries to keep
well-documented files to support future
assertions that any given personnel decision was made for the right reasons.
You may not have heard much about
these two cases this week. They certainly
do not command the public’s attention
the way trending topics like gay marriage
and voting rights do. But they matter a lot
to everyone who draws a paycheck and to
everyone who issues one.
Like it or not, the government has
a public interest to protect, particularly
when it comes to thwarting terrorist attacks. Anyone who thought the Feds
wouldn’t be interested in where The AP
got its information about the CIA’s Yemen exploit was naive in the extreme.

Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, has provided
personal financial and tax counseling to a
sophisticated client base since 1986. After six
years with Arthur Andersen, where he was a
senior manager for personal financial planning and family wealth planning, he founded
his own firm in Hastings on Hudson, N.Y.,
in 1992. That firm grew steadily and became
the Palisades Hudson organization, which
moved to Scarsdale, N.Y., in 2002. The firm
expanded to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., in 2005
and to Atlanta in 2008.

IRS

Wasteful Spending by IRS

Worst Fears Exhibited in Governance, But It Could Be Worse
By RICH MONETTI
If you’re a business professional in this country,
you’ve probably attended
a conference or two in
the last year. Depending on the profitability of your company
and the importance of your position, you
may have arrived first class, slept lavishly
and enjoyed yourself in a well-placed
skybox. But if you work for the faltering U.S. government, similar excursions
should have yielded cramped window
seats, gift cards from Applebees to cover
the entertainment and bunk beds at a
relatively safe Single Room Occupancy.
Of course, we all know it doesn’t work
that way, and the IRS is the latest to
abuse the system at the expense of taxpayers.
In question is the $50 million spent
on 225 conferences between 2010 and

2012. Included among the excess was
a 2010 Anaheim conference in which
$4.1 million dollars was spent to educate
and inspire 2,600 IRS managers.
Faris Fink, who was the top deputy
in the IRS small business and self-employed division, acknowledged before
Congress that the adventure probably
wasn’t the best use of taxpayer money.
His own weekend luxury suite stay
says plenty.Top billing in a professionally
made Star Trek video, which was among
three videos that cost a total of $50,000,
spoke the obligatory thousand words.
Nonetheless, even in wake of the
financial incision the IRS pokes into all
our lives, the corruption still deserves a
little perspective despite - no matter how
hard the pointy ears sting our sense of
irony.
First, we are all familiar with team
building exercises, full training days and

without arousing the attention of the local media. How hard could it have been
to drop in and ask a few questions? How
difficult would it have been to actually
witness this laundry list of waste?
This might also be confined to the
price of doing business. Does the local
media really want to jeopardize future
government gathering by reporting corruption? Such a surge in cash into the
local economy would surely be felt and
make it that much harder to sell newspaper and TV ads to the businesses that
lose.
It is a Catch-22 that could move
a publication to silence. On the other
hand, Anaheim probably won’t be hosting future government conventions any
time soon, and the price of doing business has clearly come back to bite the
bad actors.
I hope this helps, and the best I can
offer, is that we are lucky to have this
imperfect, slow moving system that does
eventually bring balance to excess.
Rich Monetti has been a freelance writer
since 2003 and lives in Westchester.
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Westchester Legislators Guarantee Financial Protections for County’s Active Duty Personnel
WHITE PLAINS, NY -- The Westchester County Board of Legislators
(WCBoL) approved an act earlier this
month guaranteeing protection of certain salaries and benefits for County officers and employees who are ordered
to active military duty.
The legislation, which was introduced by WCBoL Chairman Ken
Jenkins (D-Yonkers) and signed by
County Executive Rob Astorino,
now ensures that County employees
will receive a salary equal to the dif-

ference, if any, between their
County salary and the salary paid for the performance of ordered military
duty. The act pertains to
t h e
period of absence that exceeds the paid military
leave provided under New
York State Military Law.
“County employees called to active
duty because of their ongoing responsibilities as members of our nation’s
armed forces should not have to worry

about their paychecks and health
benefits being jeopardized while
they are away,” said Jenkins.
“This legislation strengthens
the County’s commitment to
these individuals and lets them
know that we will support them
in every way possible as they protect
the people and interests of our great
country.”
During the time eligible County
officers or employees are performing
ordered military duty, they will continue

to receive their health, dental and vision
coverage. Retirement contributions will
continue, but sick leave will not accrue
during the absences, however.
The new legislation is based on annual actions taken by the WCBoL and
Administration since 2001 to protect
the salaries and benefits of the County
employees in this regard. Previously, a
new act covering each year was passed,
but in 2011 the Astorino Administration let the provisions inadvertently
lapse. Now, the new legislation protects

the County employees without needing an annual renewal.
The WCBoL also approved a
resolution recently proclaiming Westchester as a Purple Heart County, in
recognition of the service and sacrifice
of our nation’s men and women in
the armed forces who were wounded
or killed by the enemy. August 7th has
officially been designated as the day
to remember and recognize veterans
who are recipients of the Purple Heart
Medal.

legislative heads.
Has time come for a federal IRS
probe into the tax-status of this sullied
exemplar of citizen participation in public affairs; Planned Parenthood’s political
action apparatus? One would think so.
Unfortunately, Republican leaders/officeholders are intimidated; fearful of being
tagged as “anti-women” (whatever that
means), unwilling to address a genuine
and legitimate human and women’s rights
issue; shame on them, and on narrowminded strategists and donation fueled/
tax-favored enablers in the media and
municipal, county and state government.
Don’t expect the Washington Democratic regime to embrace rules of fair play
and start requiring that federal statute and
the Treasury Department’s protocols regarding the granting of 501 (c) 3 and 501
(c) 4 status to private social welfare enterprises, be applied; widely, generally, evenly
and fairly. Not anytime soon certainly, following the just-revealed IRS persecutions

of conservative, libertarian and “tea party”type groups and possible law-breaking
and complicity at the highest reaches of
the Washington Treasury bureaucracy
and the White House itself.
The United States Constitution is
under the full-pitched assault of hard-core
ideologues (this time of the left-leaning
variety), power-hoarders and centralizingat-any cost “statists” within the Obama
White House, and to a degree that surpasses the transgressions of the Johnson,
Nixon, Clinton and Bush administrations.
And it is this political behemoth, in its national guise and in its local permutations
like Westchester County’s Democratic
party “Total War” machine that Planned
Parenthood has hooked up with. Not
just as ally; but as promoter and political
handmaiden.

CAMPAIGN TRAIL

The Astorino v. Bramson Saga

Planned Parenthood Endorses One - Westchester Democracy Suffers
By STEPHEN MAYO
Westchester County’s
Democratic party apparatus seeks to propel
New Rochelle Mayor
Noam Bramson into the
appropriately “next higher office” of his
career, County Executive. The Planned
Parenthood Hudson Peconic Political
Action Fund (PPHPAF); the action arm
of Planned Parenthood of Westchester
County, New York, has seen fit to endorse
the achingly ambitious titular chief of the
county’s second largest city.
Unfortunately, the volunteer organization’s political hands have not provided a
standard by which to evaluate their choice
or the Republican alternative, incumbent
County Executive Rob Astorino, who
seeks re-election. Four years ago, Astorino
distinguished an administrative professional like himself, fresh from town politics and long-term experience in executive
leadership/administrative management
in private industry (sales and programming duties in local/national cable/radio)
and his then-opponent; then-incumbent
County Executive Andy Spano.
According to a press release,
Bramson was “honored to be called ‘an
advocate for Women’s health and for policies that ensure access to health care.’“ The
announcement misleadingly reads that
Planned Parenthood-Hudson Peconic
“will endorse my candidacy for County
Executive.” Of course, this is unlawful,
as Planned Parenthood, PP; and its local
office, Planned Parenthood of HudsonPeconic; PPHP; are prohibited from
endorsing candidates. Only the political
action fund of the local Planned Parenthood, PPHPAF; is allowed to muck-it-up
in politics, and supposedly on a “nonpartisan” basis (whatever “non-partisan” means!).
Neither the email, nor the PPHPAF

site, offers justification for the endorsement apart from Bramson’s self-serving
abortion utterances and poses; until specific, job qualifications are offered, what
endorsement could be dispositive? What
overall qualities are needed to represent
women’s needs in the county?
Astorino has pledged to respect the
Supreme Court’s interpretation and abortion rights. How does that stance (moderate and reasonable as it is) offend Planned
Parenthood’s overall mission? What
specific quality set does Bramson, who
promotes “activist government” without specifying which government (local,
county, state and federal) or what sort
of activism, bring to voters needing help
navigating our difficult economic shoals
and paying for just the right amount of
responsible and effective county government we can afford?
PP’s pronouncements and Bramsonian self-promotional blather are unhelpful. Regarding necessary training
and experience, the non-profit is mute.
For a 501 (c) 4 organization whose political conduct is supposed to be closely
monitored by the IRS, this is a legitimate
concern. Remember, this is the same IRS
that has just acknowledged targeting clubs
and groups that: promoted libertarian,
conservative and other “tea-party” objectives; got caught, and, at this early stage of
Congressional investigations has provided
the cover ups, personnel departure and job
shuffling of federal employees that characterized serious Constitutional scandals
like Watergate and Whitewater.
With this announcement, PP and
its political fund have conclusively ceded
any claim to non-partisan-type impartiality and fairness; principles they continue
to advertise on their web sites (“The Action Fund is the nonpartisan (italics are
the author’s) advocacy and political arm
of Planned Parenthood Federation of

America….”). They have abandoned traditional notions of fairness and fair play.
The tax-exempt group has quit its
mission as fair, true, and full-time interlocutor on behalf of its own wealthy,
educated membership and the millions of
ordinary working-class women who may
not enjoy the luxurious means required to
join and participate in such volunteer activity themselves.
Who else to carry on the important
general, non-ideological/non-partisan
public educational/awareness work that
the esteemed voluntary enterprise was
respected for before it entered the sordid
world of machine politics?
Who else to stand up for female
employees sexually harassed at the New
York State Assembly speaker’s office, now
headed by New York City Democratic
machine “capo” Sheldon Silver? Who else
to stand up to the workplace bullies, reprobates and molesters who “rule the roost” at
the corruption capital of the nation’s state
capitals, Albany, NY?
Criminal investigations of various
governors, legislators, aides, assistants and
the accumulated “riff raff” of decades of
New York Democratic party political misrule of the Empire State, and the deliberate facilitation by a sitting attorney general
and comptroller (also of the Democratic
persuasion) reveal how very perilous and
hostile a place the capital has become under the party of statism and disorder.
Now the mandarins of PP’s political
directorate would have us accept that the
autogenous pilot of the City of New Rochelle’s descent into fiscal decrepitude and
operational ineptitude is the right person at the right time to lead the county’s
women, men and children. This, at a time
when Westchester itself, under Astorino’s
helm, sports an economic and fiscal report
card that is the envy of the state’s 60 plus
county managers, chief executives, and

Stephen I. Mayo is an attorney and manufacturer based in New Rochelle.

It’s John Verni Time
By BOB MARRONE
Covering Westchester
politics does not require
a scorecard. The players are known to all, and
their positions on issues
can be predicted with the
accuracy of a Mariano Riviera cut fastball,
including the sharp change in direction at
the end. Not unlike tribal conflicts in the
mountains of Afghanistan, battles fought
long ago have devolved into perpetual
feuds in which the original disagreement
has long since been forgotten; well not
always.
In New Rochelle, newborns are
taught before they can walk, that the war
over the Armory is as much about past
mayoral and New York State Assembly
races as it is about development and honoring our military. In Yonkers, the courts
and jail cells have double hinges enabling

elected officials to move freely between
venues. As for Mount Vernon, does anybody really know what was in those boxes
that the FBI took out of Mt. Vernon City
Hall five years ago, or why the former
school superintendent was driven out of
the job, almost from the first day he got

Continued on page 16
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It’s John Verni Time
Continued from page 15

it? Just how far back do those grudges go?
Now along comes John Verni. This
is one interesting guy. A long time New
Rochelle resident, late of Yonkers, soon
to be a Mamaroneck taxpayer, John has
a great life, built and honed along the
Sound Shore. The 51-year-old attorney
and former assistant district attorney has
built a very successful real estate law practice, has four coming-of-age children, and,
well, is married to a former Ford model,
Karena Gomez Verni. It would be easy to
hate him if he were not such a decent and
forthright person.
So, why, one wonders, is he running

for the County Legislature on the Republican ticket, in district seven, where
incumbent Democrat Judy Meyers is
not seeking re-election? The short answer
he gave me is that “He loves the Sound
Shore.” The other more involved replies
focus on who he is and what he feels he
can bring to the political process. He says
“he sees things taking place today that he
does not like.” He believes that his ability
to work in a bi-partisan way, utilizing the
public and private sectors, can work.
Keep in mind Verni is not one of
those New Rochelle Republicans who,
in recent years, has set an example for
obstructive politics that has probably
been used as study guide for the United
States House of Representatives. This is

Is It “Smart Planning”?
By PETER TRIPODI
Our current county legislator, Catherine Borgia
has called HUD’s attempt
to re-zone our local communities “smart planning”, but let’s look at the facts. Recently,
the monitor of the Housing Settlement
sent a report card to the Town of Ossining.
The Town of Ossining has zoning codes
that do not allow for accessory apartments
and multi-family housing unless with
variances or in special districts. These zoning codes are deemed “exclusionary” and

“discriminatory” in a letter contained in
Ossining’s report card. In the report card,
the monitor also seeks to impose an “obligation for the Town to construct 113 units
of low income housing and 141 such units
in the Village of Briarcliff.” How could
legislator Borgia think adding over 250
units of such housing to our community
is “smart”?
Furthermore, to illustrate the attack
on home rule by our federal government
- The Ossining Town Board, in 2012,
considered adding accessory apartments
as an allowed use in our zoning code. We

OP-EDSection

not to say that there are not decent folks
in the city’s GOP; but if they have mirrors in their homes, they know who they
are, and to be fair, they probably feel that
speed bumps may all be all they can do in
that heavily Democratic city.To this point,
this writer wonders why Verni has not
been rolled out sooner by the party faithful. Is it because he is, and I shudder to use
the word, reasonable? Because one thing
about Verni, he does not drink the Coolaid. He is his own man. One can’t help
but wonder how much more formidable
might the Save the Armory organization’s
battle have been had Verni’s no-axes-togrind style been turned out before the
New Rochelle City Council.
An example of this is the Metro-

North Railroad – Mamaroneck Train
Station, which had become dilapidated It
is fair to say that John’s firm was a principle in the transaction that restored the
facility But it is accurate to note that the
project was an example of the kind of
joint effort that has become all too rare in
Westchester: Democrats and Republicans
joining together with private enterprise
to get something done. The site now employs 50 local folks and returns $50,000 in
taxes to the community. Everybody won
in this deal, and the train station is a site
to behold.
This is not an endorsement of John
Verni. Only editors and publishers do
that. I just felt that there is a story. That
every once and awhile, the unlikely hap-

pens. We have a saying in newsrooms,“It’s
not news when a dog bites a man, but it
is news when man bites a dog.” When a
person enters the political arena and appears to have no discernible cynical motive, attention must be paid.
Now, his skills honed, his character
set and his intentions seemingly pure, he
wants to share his abilities with the rest
of us. Both Republicans and Democrats
should be afraid, very afraid. Verni may
just be the kind of leader we thought no
longer existed. If I have it right, he is honest, bright and capable. By all accounts he
has no agenda driven by sordid history.
Heeeeres Johnny!

were met with fervor, and groups of residents, against this change. These residents
gathered signatures, came to board meetings, and voiced their opinions strongly
rejecting it. We listened, and this use is still
not allowed. What does this show us? It
shows that zoning codes and accepted uses
are, and should be, creations of the people
that reside in the community. It is not only
democratic, but a constitutionally protected practice under the NYS Constitution. It
is rational and fair that zoning is designed
to protect the environment and infrastructure. Zoning governs what can be built in
a municipality - not who can live there or
what a dwelling will ultimately cost.
For a County Legislator to overstep
the purview of her office and support the

federal government’s stance that these
zoning practices are “discriminatory” and
“exclusionary” is not only unnecessary, but
contradictory to her service as Town Supervisor where she passed 6 local zoning
laws- all of which did not change our zoning code to allow for accessory apartments.
The bottom line is our legislator, in her position as Town Supervisor, had the chance
then to practice what she now preaches.
She did not, and today as a legislator, with
no legal standing to interfere with our local
zoning, has completely changed her position on the issue.
This is exactly why I am running for
County Legislator in District 9. I pledge
to disregard political tactics and remain
open and unwavering in my support for

local zoning rights. These tactics by HUD
are NOT “smart planning” and our legislator has shown she is willing to support
overturning locally-controlled zoning and
environmental laws by stating they are.
She has decided that bureaucrats in Washington are “smart” while our local officials
are not. As County Legislator I will stand
with our local officials and residents, not
with the Washington bureaucrats who
know little or nothing about our local
communities.

Bob Marrone is an author and freelance
writer for The Westchester Guardian.

For more information contact Peter Tripodi
(914) 774-0373; follow on Twitter: @Peter_
Tripodi, befriend on Facebook: https://www.
facebook.com/peter.tripodi .

THE HEZITORIAL

Non-Compliance of Governance in Yonkers to Law Evidenced by Economic Development Conduct By City Hall Foments Growing Distrust
By HEZI ARIS
The promise Yonkers
Mayor Mike Spano
spoke of on January 1,
2012, was predicated on
promises made to every conceivable interest
group in the city, be they friend or ally.The
now 19-months old administration had
bought every vote cast for the Mike Spano election effort. The votes tallied mustered a huge victory for the future mayor;
the promises made by him were however
cast aside. In the past, influence peddlers
focused their attention on the political
fight prior to the elections, carving their
niche, maintaining their turf while all the
while planning for an ever-larger fiefdom
in their intended realm in the City of
Hills. The 2011 campaign effort revealed
a change in strategy.
The past proved too deleterious to

the various factions; you know them all –
former Mayors Angelo Martinelli, John
Spencer, Phil Amicone, former Senator
Nick Spano, and former Lt. Governor
Al DelBello, Esq. Each have attained
prominence by maintaining an ever fluid
amalgamation of loyalist pawns. Those
among the “ruling” families conduct their
business behind closed doors to the detriment of all but a few effete elite Yonkersites. The concept works even when every
conceivable law and resolution and financial due diligence is trampled in the name
of so-called growth, employment, taxing
ability, or what have you. Ron Shemesh’s
Glenwood Power Station / Trevor Park
Development Project (GPS / TP) reveals
the atrocity of governance run amuck.
Today the gangs run together; they carve
their turfs among each other, maintaining
civility while the pawns attempt to take no
prisoners on the landscape of life.
Development projects involving the

Glenwood Power Station have been conceptualized and discussed for at least 18
years. Each had hurdles that at respective
moments in the timeline hindered their
being executed. The issue then was that
too many interested parties were impacted
one way or the other. Overlapping influence has robbed Yonkers its ability to move
ahead for years. Now they work in unison.
Ron Shemesh was anointed to develop the GPS / TP property rather than
finding a fiscally solvent “developer”. Mr
Shemesh is a member of the “family and
friends” network. Dots connect him to Al
DelBello, and to second tier player and
outsider foe brought into the fold to “buy”
his friendship in exchange for maintaining his quickly disintegrating albeit delusional options for political survival; one
lame duck Yonkers City Council President Chuck Lesnick.
Not only has Mr Shemesh been
bequeathed the GPS / TP development

project, but also the Alder Manor property, and the now long abandoned Boyce
Thompson Institute for Plant Research.
Remember that approximately
3-years ago the Homes for America
(HfA) building situated on Main Street
and Buena Vista Avenue is another Shemesh property. While owning HfA, Shemesh has done nothing more than squat
on the property. He has brought in no
new tenants and the building is almost as
it was when former owner Robert MacFarlane’s company suffered bankruptcy
with the collusion toward that end by
former Mayor Phil Amicone’s minions
at his behest. Such is the ramification and
retribution brought to bear against those
who will not kowtow to the “god” of the
moment. Note that the minions that
operated then, operate now. One such
monster is former development Czar Ed
Sheren. Every project he scrutinized, that
means all, has been an abysmal failure for

the city’s taxpayer, as well as the absent imprint of physical growth. He is to be found
in an ancillary capacity over almost every
project to this day.
The GPS / TP development project
has been mired in ever changing concepts,
so many in fact that the public is unaware
of what the latest renderings are, and in
the process of the many changes are confused as to what is and what is now not.
The concept of promise them anything in
order to gain approval is the number one
adage by which every “developer” and the
interests that support the effort, is accepted and overlooked after approval has been
won.The Request for Proposal (RfP) for a
developer failed the taxpayer by not casting a wider net for a developer. The world
is accessible today, more so than ever. How
then can it be that Mr Shemesh in order
to develop the GPS / TP project does not
have the financial wherewithal to proceed.

Continued on page 17
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Non-Compliance of Governance in Yonkers
Continued from page 16

Show us the money; not the promises from a bankrupt Albany coffer, or a “yes” today, “no” tomorrow
demeanor of Westchester County
government, or the promises for $8
million in funding from the City of
Yonkers (CoY), a city judged to face
an accrued deficit of almost $500
million by the end of Mayor Spano’s
first / last 4-year term in office; only
29 short months from now.
The fact that the alienation of
parkland, required for the GPS / TP
development project was sought two
days prior to the intended close of
session of the bi-cameral New York
State Legislature is a travesty of legal
forethought, responsibility for which
must not be construed to have been
exclusive to that of Yonkers Corporation Counsel whose opinion was
overridden. Were Parks, Recreation,
and Conservation (PRC) Commissioner Yvette Hartsfield kept in the
loop to what was transpiring, perhaps the need for alienation approval
of equal or greater parkland would
have had an increased decibel presence. The lack of communication
with respect to PRC is testimony to
a malfunctioning understanding for
required communication between
City Hall and all its departments. It
seems Mayor Mike Spano has been
quick to erect a so-called impervious
Ivory Tower.
Alienation of parkland has
been promised but yet to be approved.
The process demanded to
move the ahead with respect to the
GPS / TP development project
dates back to April 4, 2013. Even
so, the final act for creating a contingency plan that is purely fake is
an embarrassment when one considers that Mayor Mike Spano’s
staff consists of members of his staff
when he served as an assemblyman,
and those who served as staff to the
former Senator Nick Spano. Further the connection to Yonkers City
Councilmen with umbilical ties to
members of the New York State
Legislature is blatantly obvious.
Another concern is that while
Mr Shemesh is not financially
whole to move the project forward,
he also does not control the entire
property over which he asserts his
interest to develop. He is shy 1.5
acres to complete the parcel that
will upon being merged be considered the GPS / TP. An issue he has
yet to admit is fact though Yonkers
Tribune was first to advise City Hall

of the circumstance.
An environmental impact review is mandated by New York’s
State Environmental Quality Review Act, and its implementing regulations. The Act is found at N.Y.
Envtl. Conservation Law (ECL)
§ 8-0101 et seq., and the regulations are found at 6 N.Y.C.R.R. §
617 (Part 617). The Act is known
as “SEQRA,” the environmental
impact review procedure is known
as “SEQR” (seek-er). “No agency involved in an action may undertake,
fund or approve the action until it
has complied with the provisions of
SEQR. A project sponsor may not
commence any physical alteration
related to an [agency] action until
the provisions of SEQR have been
compiled with.” Part 617.3(a).”
CoY has not complied with
the SEQRA requirement.
An Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) is an assessment
of the likely human environmental health impact, risk to ecological health, and changes to nature’s
services that a project may have.
The US Environmental Protection
Agency pioneered the use of pathway analysis to determine the likely
human health impact of environmental factors.
An EIA has not been undertaken.
Every protocol of law specifically set with regard to the issues
defined above in the Yonkers City
Charter has been marginalized.
Desperate, albeit legal remedy has
been conceived to eclipse the demands of the Yonkers City Charter,
Federal Law, New York State law,
and much more.
No one is so naïve to presume all the projects will not be
underwritten by an administration
wielding its power by trouncing on
law deemed appropriate by minds
of greater experience and intellect intended to protect The People
foremost. Were that not a prudent
summation of reality, Yonkersites
may wish to beseech Mayor Spano
engage full haste to expunge these
laws, and standards, and protocol
from the Yonkers City Charter, the
New York State and Federal Constitutions so that the “king” may do
as he pleases.
Yonkersites cannot help by
losing faith in their elected officials.
Mayor Mike Spano pushed the
GPS / TP development project
forward by trampling every modality intended to protect the taxpayer’s
future encumbrance. He has be-

smirched many laws by his “my way
or the highway” and oafish push.
Worse still are those who subsume
their knowing upon learning this
process was maligned, yet they will
cling to espousing the “king’s” doing
right despite the issues appropriate
to protecting The People estranged
from his thinking.
Mayor Mike Spano did not protect The People.The Parks, Recreation,
and Conservation Boardmembers
did not protect The People. Yonkers
Corporation Council did not protect The People. Assemblyman Gary
Pretlow, Senator George Latimer,
and Senate Leader Andrea StewartCousins did not protect The People.
The Yonkers City Councilmembership did not protect The People.
Recognizing every scrutinizing mechanism codified by law has
been eclipsed by the will of Yonkers
City Hall, how can anyone trust
The People will be protected in any
and all future contractual instruments that are formalized under
their watch? Yonkers has yet to
earn a dime in Sales Tax Revenue
from Ridge Hill, the $50,000 settlement over the silence of the outdoor parking scandal where Ridge
Hill earned 6 times the settlement
without admitting to any wrongdoing is a scandal. City Haulers
(intentioned) will be the same who
promote the final gulag The People
will be confined in the promotion
and eventual approval of the Public
Private Partnership for Education
(P3fE) that will be the next drama
to capture our collective psyche.
Inspector General Kitley
Covill may be the only person left
within the borders of Yonkers to
ascertain if the process was followed
and the ramifications thereof. Will
the promise of alienation of parkland ever take place? Will funding be sufficient for Mr Shemesh
to complete the project? Will he
maintain a “Performance Assurance Bond” to guarantee the ability
to shepherd the project to completion and 50 years hence, as is done
throughout the world as a standard
of doing business?
The burden to “right” all that is
“wrong” in Yonkers on the back of
the legally erudite Yonkers Inspector General Covill, especially when
comprehending the self-imprisonment such a telling will bring about,
affords Yonkers Tribune no choice
but to beseech New York State Attorney General Eric Schneiderman
to review the travesty of deception,
cover-up, malignment of governance and law.
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50 years after the MLK Historical March on Washington…
What Does Black Leadership Mean in Westchester County?
By DAMON K. JONES
What does Black leadership truly mean in
Westchester? To some
readers this question
might be insulting and
to others delighted that this question is
finally asked. Nevertheless, Westchester
is a place of extreme haves and have-nots.
With one of the largest income gaps in
the nation, the discussion should to be
put on the table.
My criticisms are not based on envy
or jealously; but rather on reasonable and
just considerations, based on a record of
performances - formal and/or informal.
Since Black communities in Westchester
and across the nation are facing higher
unemployment, incarceration, crime, and
disintegrating family and community
structure, and as a young, professional
Black man, I must ask, where is the real
collective economic and cultural “agenda”
to address these issues that are prevalent
in the Black community in Westchester?
Is there any justification for some
members of the Black community, mostly young people, to disconnect themselves from the idea of any existence of
effective Black leadership today? President Theodore Roosevelt on October 31,
1936, at Madison Square Garden said,
“Government as an organized economy is as

dangerous as government as an organized
mob”. Our young people see our leaders
no differently than the gangs that our
leaders claim to despise or use as an excuse for their ineffectiveness to communicate with today’s Black youth. So the
Bloods and Cripps are just little gangs
imitating their bigger counterparts; the
churches, the Democrats, the Republicans and other so called leadership that
only show up in the “’hood” for parades
and elections.
In black communities in Westchester and across the nation, pressing
issues include pervasive violence: gangs
and Black-on-Black violence, failing
schools, racial profiling and police brutality. A plethora of other problems,
including unemployment, health care,
domestic violence, child mistreatment
and homelessness generate similar indifference toward Black leadership as well.
Many people say we have come a long
way from the civil rights movement in
the 60’s, others might say that we have
a black president now, unfortunately, one
man cannot and will not rise above the
condition of his people. No different
than the military theory that the platoon
does not move faster than the slowest
man. We can have all the doctors, lawyers and CEO’s we want, but as long as
Black CEO’s comprise only 1 percent of

leaders of the largest companies in the
US, Blacks represent 16.7 percent of the
unemployed and 43.6 percent of “households of color” nationwide are “liquid
asset poor,” meaning they lack enough
money saved to cover basic expenses in
case of a job loss or emergency. We have
literally gone nowhere in 50 years after
the March on Washington for “Jobs and
Justice”.
Are young Black men being made
ready for the increasingly brutal, knowledge-based job market in the U.S.? The
answer is a resounding “No,” according
to a report, “Yes We Can: The Schott 50
State Report on Public Education and
Black Males 2010.” Calling it a “national
crisis”, the report found that only 47 percent of Black males graduated from high
school in the 2007-2008 school years.
On a national level, Black youth age 10
to 17 constitutes 15% of their age group
in the U.S. population; they account for
26% of juvenile arrests and 46% of juveniles in corrections institutions. Where
is the real discussion among Black leaders that in 2013 there are more African
American men in prison or jail, on probation or parole, than were enslaved in
1850, before the Civil War?
Where is the real outcry from Black
leaders on this true “crisis” in the black
community? Where is a solid agenda

GO GLAM LLC Articles of Org. filed NY
Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/17/13. Office in
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The
LLC 78 Robertson Ave White Plains, NY
10606. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
MSA YORKTOWN LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 6/13/13.
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of process
to The LLC 2958 3rd Ave Bronx, NY 10455.
Purpose: Any lawful activity.
JB2 FUNDING, LLC Articles of Org. filed
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 6/17/13. Office in
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The
LLC 380 Fox Avenue Yonkers, NY 10704.
Purpose: Any lawful activity.
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D & J Sky Farms LLC Articles of Org. filed
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/29/13. Office in
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The
LLC 20 Wilmot Circle Scarsdale, NY
10583. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

HOLTBY DESIGN STUDIO LLC Articles of
Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/29/13.
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of process
to The LLC 52 Iselin Terrace Larchmont,
NY 10538. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

NOTICE is hereby given that a license,
Serial # Pending for beer & wine has
been applied for by the undersigned to
sell beer & wine at retail in restaurant
known as Armonk Kong Restaurant Corp
DBA Rice Under the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Law at 111 Bedford Road Store
#3 Armonk NY 10504 for on-premise consumption.

GREEN CIRCLE MANAGEMENT, LLC
Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 5/8/13. Office in Westchester Co.
SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon whom
process may be served. SSNY shall mail
copy of process to C/O Stern Keiser &
Panken, LLP 1025 Westchester Ave, STE.
305 White Plains, NY 10604. Purpose:
Any lawful activity.

248 NOINU, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY
Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/29/13. Office in
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to C/O
Alvaro Franco 248 Union Avenue, Apt. IL
New Rochelle, NY 10801. Purpose: Any
lawful activity.

FIG TREE BOOKS LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/13/13.
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of process
to The LLC 64 Quarry LN. Bedford, NY
10506. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

JJC BROOKLYN LLC Articles of Org. filed
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 5/6/13. Office in
Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The
LLC 3010 Westchester Ave Ste. 106 Purchase, NY 10577. Purpose: Any lawful
activity.

Continued on page 19

914.576.1480

LE G A L A D S
WL MANAGEMENT LLC Articles of Org.
filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 3/22/13.
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design.
Agent of LLC upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of process
to C/O United States Corporation Agents,
Inc. 7014 13th Ave Ste. 202 Brooklyn, NY
11228. Purpose: Any lawful activity. Registered Agent: United States Corporation Agents, Inc. 7014 13th Ave Ste. 202
Brooklyn, NY 11228.

from our black clergy that reaches outside the walls of the church? When I
attend church, it is filled with mothers
and daughters, but when I go to work
at the county jail it is filled with sons, fathers and husbands. Black families have
the largest proportion of female-headed
households than any other subgroup.
More than 44% of black families are female-headed and are raising a household
at or below poverty level. I am absolutely
sure the message of morality is delivered
to every man, woman and child over and
over again by parents and church pastors. Still, when you look at the state of
neighbourhoods in many black communities you see the same; the churches are
building but the schools are failing, the
churches are building, but there is unemployment and crime is high ;the churches are building, but the parks where the
kids play and elderly walk are decimated.
The churches are building, and the Black

family structure is decaying. It makes you
wonder just how deep the preaching of
morality is sinking into the minds of the
people when so many issues are prevalent in the Black community outside the
walls of the church.
To truly address these issues it takes
real leadership! Now, will the real Black
community leaders please stand up! It
will take a collective effort of many to
transform the Black communities to
a sacred, safe and economically sound
place to live. It won’t take place from behind a desk or a pulpit. It requires boots
on the ground, something I’m sure you
know, but have not been compelled to
do. No longer can the responsible be irresponsible, especially towards our children
in the Black community of Westchester.
I say this out of love for pastors,
preachers, community organizers and
elected officials. I respect and applaud all
Black leaders for their accomplishments
in the past. Like many of my peers, 50
years after Martin Luther King Jr.’s historical march on Washington, I see the

CLASSIFIED ADS

STORAGE SPACE AVAILABLE FOR RENTT

Spacious, clean cold storage. Strong cinder block bldg. w 1 lrg. 2,400 sq. ft. unit ($4,000
/M) or separate locked 1,200 sq. ft. units ($2,000 each/M). All spaces are subdividable.
8 Ft. Ceilings. One unit has a full garage door ent. No extra fees. 6 mo. to 1 year rental
options. Convenient, safe religious org. setting in Ossining. 24x7 campus security. 7
day (8A - 6P) access. Bldg monitored/doors alarmed. Call Jim @ 914. 941. 7636 (x 2395)

Office Space for Rent
Prime Yorktown Location
Office Space: 470Sq. Ft. Rent
$900/Month
2 Room Office Space: 1160 Sq. Ft.
Rent $1675/Month
Office Space: 305 Sq. Ft.
Rent $500/Month
Wilca: 914.632.1230

1 BR Bsmnt Apt.
Leighton Ave.
Yonkers / Bronx border.
Quiet st.
New Kitchen. Pvt. Entrance.
Call 914.613.7487
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50 years after the MLK Historical March on Washington…
Continued from page 18

same prevalent issues here in the present. It must
be a resurrection of committed leadership focused
on critical community needs and a revolutionary
paradigm shift that is imperative for change. Such
a shift will most definitely help us in analyzing our
communities, friends, foes and leadership. A failure

to do so will continue to result in anger, frustration,
ineffectiveness, mistrust and prolonged defeat. Will
Black leaders assume their responsibility- or will
Black communities and constituents require them
to do so? Time will only tell.
Damon K. Jones is the New York Representative of
Blacks In Law Enforcement of America

WEIR ONLY HUMAN

A Race-Hustler Form of Justice
By BOB WEIR
Watching the George Zimmerman trial I’m reminded of how
inexperienced the general public is
when it comes to violent situations,
especially those that are life-threatening. In the Zimmerman case, it appears obvious
that he was following Trayvon Martin because the
young man was walking around a burglary prone
area at night during a light rain. Mr. Zimmerman
was merely doing his job as a neighborhood watch
volunteer when he was approached by Trayvon Martin who sucker-punched him in the face, knocking
him to the ground. Then, he jumped on top of him
and proceeded to beat him about the face, followed
by slamming his head repeatedly against a cement
walkway. It seems evident and logical that it wouldn’t
take long before someone would lose consciousness
after repeated collisions between their head and a
rock-hard stationary object.
Now, try to imagine that you are Mr. Zimmerman
and you’re suddenly attacked by the suspicious-looking character who breaks your nose with one punch
before he continues to viciously assault you as you lay
on the ground bleeding. You’re screaming for help,
but no one responds. Afraid that you might pass out
and the assailant will kill you, self-preservation takes
over and you reach for your gun and use it. How
many people would have done otherwise? This is a
classic example of self-defense, and if the skin colors
of the participants were reversed in this tragic incident, we would not be seeing this sham of a trial.
Having been in similar circumstances numerous
times during 20 years as a police officer in New York
City, I can easily relate to the actions of Mr. Zimmerman. Whether I was making an arrest after a
pursuit or merely stopping a suspect to inquire about
his actions near a crime scene, I often found myself
in a sudden-death struggle with a violent person that
might be desperate enough to kill me. Trust me, you
never know what you’re capable of until you think
you’re about to die.The greatest fear cops have when
they become involved in a struggle with a suspect
or a prisoner is losing possession of their gun. What
they learn from experience is that every violent encounter has the potential to end in the loss of life,
either theirs or the assailant’s. A cop learns early in
his career that anyone crazy enough to fight him is
crazy enough to kill him.
I’ve investigated, chased and arrested many
burglars. Some gave up after capture, while others
turned on me and decided not to be taken without a
fight. Also, in many instances, while I was question-

ing someone in an area that had been a target for
burglars, as soon as the suspect realized an arrest was
imminent, the fight or flight syndrome took over.
Like Mr. Zimmerman, I was in civilian clothes, but it
was obvious that I represented authority. One might
ask; if you had so many physical confrontations with
desperate people, how come you never shot anyone,
while Mr. Zimmerman had one such incident and
ended up using deadly force? The answer might be
that I was more capable of overcoming resistance
because of my size and my commitment to physical
fitness. Yet, as the saying goes; there, but for the grace
of God, go I. On more than one occasion I came
close to firing my gun because an armed thug was
hesitating to drop his weapon, or he was trying to
get control of mine.
What has become apparent in the Zimmerman trial is that Florida authorities have decided
to succumb to the usual cry for blood whenever a
black is killed by a white. The fact that blacks and
whites are killed by blacks, just about hourly in this
country, without any publicity beyond the local area
where the homicide occurred, is a stunning example
of how one-sided racial politics has become. The
fact that Zimmerman wasn’t strong enough to fight
off the pummeling being administered to him by
a shadowy figure in the dark of night didn’t seem
to convince prosecutors that he was the victim, not
the aggressor. Hence, it’s readily apparent that the
only way Zimmerman could have avoided this
charade, masquerading as a quest for justice, would
be for him to have allowed his attacker to bludgeon
him to death. If justice is actually done, his actions
will be deemed self-defense, and he’ll be acquitted.
I wouldn’t want to bet the farm on that, because
Florida authorities are deathly afraid that the usual
race-hustlers will be on the streets crying “Justice for
Trayvon.” I feel bad for Zimmerman because he’s
facing up to life imprisonment for an action that
probably saved his life. Nevertheless, had he not
taken that action he could be long dead and forgotten, since he’s only white.
Bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with the New York
Police Dept. (NYPD), ten of which were performed in
plainclothes undercover assignments. Bob began a writing career about 12 years ago and had his first book published in 1999. Bob went on to write and publish a total
of seven novels, “Murder in Black and White,” “City to
Die For,” “Powers that Be,” “Ruthie’s Kids,” “Deadly to
Love,” “Short Stories of Life and Death,” and “Out of
Sight.” He also became a syndicated columnist under the
title “Weir Only Human.”
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The New

Don’t Waste Your
Time Anywhere Else
Don’t Waste Your
Time Anywhere Else

Club
Club

New York
York
New

NEW YORK’S
NEW
YORK’S
PREMIER
GENTLEMEN’S
PREMIER
CABARET

GENTLEMEN’S
Escape Reality…
Escape
to The VIP Club!
CABARET
First Class Adult Entertainment,
Sushi Bar and Lounge.
HAPPY HOUR @ THE VIP!
2-For-1 Drinks
Mon – Sat Before 9PM

Escape Reality…
Escape to The VIP Club!
COMPLIMENTARY
ADMISSION
First
Class
Adult
Entertainment,
FOR TWO WITH THIS PASS

Sushi
Bar and Lounge.
20 W. 20th ST. (btwn 5th & 6th)
212-633-1199
HAPPY
HOUR @ THE VIP!s thevipclubnyc.com
2-For-1 Drinks
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LexCapAssociates.com

LEXINGTON CAPITAL ASSOCIATES, LLC

240 NORTH AVE., SUITE 212, NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801

Multifamily is our Specialty
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